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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF STUDY
A survey of recent literature in the field of business-
teacher certification reveals that no major studies have been
made in that field in the last five years. The present study
was made to analyze the certification laws in the United
States especially in regard to business teachers in the public
secondary schools#
With the increasing demand for business education there
has necessarily come about an increasing need for competent
business teachers in the schools throughout the United States#
Since the v;ar many of the business teachers have turned to
other fields for employment and this has also tended to em-
phasize the need for more and competent business teachers#
Frazier^ states that the purpose of certification of
teachers serves not only to protect the state and its pupils
against incompetent teachers but also;
to protect qualified teachers from the competition
of other teachers not so well qualified; afford
more control by the State over teacher-personnel
activities common to the State; assist in improv-
ing the professional qualifications of teachers
in service and yield information on v/hich a continu-
ous inventory of teachers and their qualifications
may be based#
^ Frazier, Benjamin W# , Development of State Programs for the
Certification of Teachers # Office of !Eiducation Bulletin No#
Is, 1938# p# 45#
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This study will analyze the existing differences in state
certification requirements; examine the various types of
certificates that are issued; indicate the trends in certifi-
cation and recommend changes in the present certification laws.
In detailed nature it will cover the follov/ing topics:
1, Certificating agencies in the states
2, Subject and Grade Validity of certificates
3, Experience, duration, and renewal of
certificates
4, Certification fees
5, Reciprocity of certification
6, Pre-service education for certification
7, Age requirements for certification
8, Miscellaneous requirements such as health,
citizenship, moral character.
Importance of the Study
A knowledge of the pre-service education and certification
requirements of teachers of business subjects is important be-
cause business education has reached a place of high importance
in the educational pattern of our schools.
One of the major developments of secondary educa-
tion has been the exceedingly rapid growth of
commercial education. Approximately 20 percent
of the secondary-school pupils are now enrolled
in the commercial curricula; in many states the
percentage exceeds 30, and in many cities the
percentage is approximately 50,
1/ Strong, E. P • , The Organization, Administration, and Super
vision of Business Education, The Gregg Publishing Co,
,
New
York, 1944. p, 58.
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This study is of value to:
1.
Institutions engaged in the preparation
of fully qualified teachers of business
subjects;
2* Certificating agencies in their endeavor
to eliminate below-standard or undesirable
practices in the certification of business-
subject teachers;
3* Pre-service and in-service teachers in pre-
senting them with up-to-date facts concern-
ing certification requirements and the
necessity of continuing their work in pro-
fess ional improvement
;
4* The general public who want to see that their
children are educated by fully prepared teachers.
Purpose of the Study
This study was made for the following reasons:
1. To learn the different procedures of the
various states in granting certificates to
teachers of business subjects;
2. To note the organization of certification
programs;
3. To show the need for reciprocity of certi-
fication among states;
4. To evaluate the different pre-service train-
ing requirements of the certification programs;
5. To compare the different kinds^'and -types ‘ of
certificates issued to business teachers;
6. To analyze the progress that has been made
and to trace the trends in certification;
7. To recommend changes in the existing certi-
fication programs.
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Definition of terms in the Study
For purposes of clarification the following terms are
defined and the definitions will apply throughout the study
unless otherwise noted.
Certificate ; This is a privilege granted to
the individual hy the state to teach in the schools
of a particular state. It is synonymous with license,
diploma, permit or credential.
Blanket Teaching Certificate ; This is a license
to teach all subjects at a specified level in a school
such as elementary or secondary school.
Life Certificate ; This is a permit to teach for
life in a state and in some states it must be kept in
force by active teaching.
Renewable Certificate ; This is a permit the
validity of which may be renewed for additional periods
of time.
An Exchangeable Certificate ; This is one that is
acceptable for an advanced grade of certificate in the
same field or class,
Emergency Certificate or Temporary Certificate ;
This is a license that is not regularly issued and is
valid only for such emergencies as the inability to
obtain a qualified teacher or the failure of an in-
etifl afu'ied 3nj:’."oIXol ©riJ’ rtoict-jornifflc se^oc-ruu ‘lOu
Y.S>v^v. erld- d'i/c.iawoxdd’ J.Xxk anol^inXlob ©iXt 6n© bsiiJ-'le?
. )e.ton c£Xv.’^©^ic^o eeeli£u
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N
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5dividual to obtain the proper credentials necessary for
the issuance of a regular type of certificate.
Certification by Subject : This is the issuing of
a license to teach one or more designated subjects, the
subjects being named on the face of the certificate.
Reciprocity in Certification : This is the recog-
nition by the certificating authority in one state of
the license issued by another certificating agency.
Pre-service Education : Professional education
acquired preceding initial emplo3rment as a teacher.
In-service Education ; Professional education
acquired after the procurement of the initial teach-
ing position.
Certification Pee ; This is a charge fixed by law
for the privilege of issuance of a certificate or
license to teach.
Certification Law ; This is a statute specifying
the qualifications requisite of applicants for teach-
ing licenses.
note that "a certificate is a
privilege, not a right, granted by the sovereign state.”
2/
Barnhart-;^ quoting from the North Central Association
\] Brewington, Ann, and Evelyn Berg, Bulletin Number 16, State
Certification of Teachers of Business Education . Knoxville,





Business Teacher-Training Institutions, May 1939. 31 pp.
2/ Barnhart, \'I, S., ”A Study of Teacher Certification.”
Tournal of Business Education, November 1941, pp. 13-15.
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of Secondary Schools and Colleges tentative report of 1941 •
on ”A Study of Teacher Certification,” states the principles
of certification that are generally accepted:
1* There should he a single state certifying
authority, Issuing statewide certificates,
with provisions for reciprocity hy the states,
2, Teacher education and certification programs
should provide for broad general education,
professional education and specialization and
should have opportunity for experimentation,
3, Teacher certificates should be limited in
time and limited to well-defined areas. They
should provide for a program of recertification
which encourages continuous growth of teachers
in service,
Barnhart states that these principles are generally ac-
cepted in regard to teacher certification; he further quotes
from the above-mentioned report the principles of teacher
certification that are not generally accepted:
4, Teachers should be licensed in broad general
areas,
5, Teachers should be certified in two or even
three sub;Ject groups or areas,
6, Teachers should be provided with a strong
general education. It is expected that a
liberal professional training will be provided
during the four-year course, with a minimal
requirement in the various subject groups.
The teacher will then be able in his graduate
study to strengthen his preparation in his
chosen teaching field,
7, The teacher-training institutions must be left
free to conduct a reasonable program of experi-
mentation, These institutions may exceed the
minimum requirements in setting up their own
'<: >
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requirements' for majors and minors. They may
not reduce the minimum requirements except
that they may have authority to validate certain
types of training such as in music or vocation
skills and grant advanced standing on the basis
of such validation,
8, It is recognized that education is not something
v/hich is static. It is impossible to predict
what forms an evolving democratic system may
assume, For that reason, the general and pro-
fessional courses for teachers should not be
prescribed too rigidly, but should be allowed
to evolve with changing emphasis in our society.
Here again, a large measure of dependence must
be placed upon the teacher-training institution
to determine what specific subjects should be
offered for the general and professional educa-
tion of teachers .•=/
The above quotations express the broad basic issues in
regard to general certification of teachers on all levels of
teaching in the schools of the United States, This study
attempts to point out the practices that are being carried on
in various state programs of teacher certification that have
yet to be defined for or against reconciliation with these
principles.
2/Moehlman" points out the need for continuous revision and
granting of broad general powers to the certificating author-
ities:
Since the certification of teachers is subject
to change as new demands and increased knowledge
indicate desirable improvement, power should be
granted by the legislature to the state education
^ Loc, cit.
^ Moehlman, A. B., School Administration, Its Development «
Principles and Future in the United States" Houghton
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authority, under a broad general statute, perrait-
ting the establishment of conditions and technical
requirements in accord with its exact knowledge,
thus providing for flexibility as well as improve-
ment.
In regard to reciprocity in certification, Moehlman goes
on to say that since the education function is organized by
the states, the reciprocal relations between states are a
matter of cooperation and not a mandatory legal requirement
o
He further states:
The current tendency is not to deny exchange
in certificates but to go behind the certifi-
cates and analyze the individuals* training
in terms of specific training standards in w
the state in which certification is sought
In regard to the issuance of certificates of a specialized
nature, Moehlman states that the purpose of the special teach-
ing certificate is:
To increase the efficiency of teaching by making
certain that the individuals employed are reason-
ably competent to teach in the chosen field and
tends to overcome the earlier practices under
which a local district hired a teacher for special
reasons and then assigned him to a divisional or
subject vpoancy for which he was completely un-
prepared,^
This condition is much in evidence today due to the fact that
administrative forces are unable in many cases to obtain the
services of a fully qualified teacher. Thus, they have to
resort to the practice of hiring teachers v/ho may be qualified
in one or more subject areas but placing them in a position for
v/hich they are professionally unfit,
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According to a report of the Sub Coimnittee on the Teacher
in America of the Citizens Federal Committee on Education,
’’There are still 100,000 teachers v;ho do not meet profession
al requirements for certification.”-^ A partially educated
teacher cannot be expected to educate a v/hole child,
Douglass and Elliott state that the total secondary school
enrollment, grades nine through twelve, will be approximately
eleven million in lOOO-r'^ They also state that 112,500 addition-
al teachers will be needed. Certification requirements are
recognized as being only minimum, not optimum or maximum, ?/ill
they be lowered in order to accommodate those teachers who are
now professionally unfit and also the teachers who will be
needed in the years to come?
At the Cleveland meeting of the National Association of
Business Teacher-Training Institutions panel discussions vjere
held to formulate policies on business education. One of the
problems was that of certification of business teachers. The
January 1944 bulletin of the association contained a report
of the committee on ’’Minimum Standards of Certification for
3/Teachers of Business Subjects.”-' It was recommended that:
T/ School and Society, No, 1720, Yol, 66, December 13, 1947,
p. 454 :
^ Douglass, Harl R. and Elliott, Lloyd H. , ’’School Enrollment
and Teacher Need,” School and Society
,
November 15,1947, p, 372.
^ Turille, S, J,, and Brownfield, Lelah, ’’Report of Policy
Committee No. 1,” National Association of Business Teacher-
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(
1 • No ’’blanket” certificates should be issued
to business teachers....
2. The issuance of all ’’life” or ’’permanent”
certificates in the future can vjell be
discontinued. . .
.
3. Any ’’dropouts” from the teaching profes-
sion lose their certification rights to
teach after 3 consecutive years of absence
from the teaching field....
4. Marketable skill proficiency should be
required of all pre-service teachers of
typewriting, shorthand, and machine
operation. . .
•
5. ...qualifications that a high-school business-
education teacher should possess. ..( 1) techni-
cal business training, (2) special professional
training, (3) business experience, (4) general
education, (5) general professional education,
and (6) personal characteristics....
6. Occupational business experience should be
required of prospective teachers of business
subjects. . .
.
7. ...the granting of certificates to business-
education teachers be...placed under the
control of a single state-certifying author-
ity. . .
.
8. ...a ’’general” basic certificate should be
Issued with specific subject competency
shown on the certificate....
9. Certification requirements must avoid too




...a non-business teacher must have taken
at least 15 semester hours in business
courses with 5 semester hours of each in
any skill that prospective teacher is
called upon to teach.
Specific recommendations were made as to the number of
hours a prosnective teacher should have in the various sub-
.L 1 fti ^
' i:
! t J rif
fields named. As a minimum, the individual should have sixty-
hours in general academic education, nine hours of general
professional training. In technical training the minimum
stated was eighteen hours, while fifteen hours were recommend-
ed for related technical training. Twelve semester hours*
credit was stated for special professional training and six
to twelve for occupational business experience. The committee
stated that the recommendations contained in the report were
minimum requirements, not optimum.
Comparison of the recommendations contained in the report
with existing certification regulations are contained in the
present study.
Organization of the Study
Chapter I presents the nature and importance of the study
and states the definitions of terms that will be used through-
out the study.
Chapter II gives a summary of the related literature in
the field of certification and more specifically, the certifi-
cation of teachers of business subjects.
In Chapter III the procedures used in gathering the data
for the study are presented.
An analysis and evaluation of teacher-certification in
business education are given in Chapters IV and V. The final
chapter of the study. Chapter VI, contains a summary of the
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R'SVim OF LITERATURE IN THE FIELD
This chapter reviews briefly the major studies and perio-
dical literature in regard to certification in general and
certification of business teachers in particular* Textbook
writings are not reviewed in this chapter but references are
included in the bibliography*
Studies on Business-Teacher Certification
The studies on business-teacher certification reviewed
in this chapter are restricted to those that were made since
1928*
Graham^ in a study completed in 1929 on the status of
business-teacher training found that certification regula-
tions were inadequate and not uniform among the states* The
summary statement of the study regarding business-teacher
certification stated;
Certificate requirements are inadequate. There is
very little uniformity among the certification
requirements which the various states have set up
for commercial teachers. Thirty-one of the states
require more professional preparation of general
IT Graham, Jessie, The Present. Status of Commercial Teacher
Training in the Degree-Granting Institutions of the UnitecP
States
.
(Unpublished Master* s Thesis. University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, 1929) 190 pp*
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secondary teachers than they specify for teachers
of commercial subjects. One-half of the states
require only two years of training beyond secondary
grade for prospective commercial teachers*
In a study on permanent teaching certificates Burkman*
stated
1. There should be more uniformity in certifica-
tion requirements both within the states and
among states.
2. That all certificates should be granted for
limited periods and,
3. That the earning of an average of 2 semester
hours credit, or the equivalent, annually
should be the minimum requirement upon which
certificates should be renewed.
These two studies indicated the thought in the trend
toward the tightening up of the regulations for entrance
into the business field.
trend toward abandonment
of the blanket certificate and toward increase in the is-
suance of special-subject certificates. In addition, the
study pointed out the lack of uniformity in methods of
issuance and in requirements for licenses. The findings were
stated as follows:
1. There is a general trend toward the abolition
of blanket and semi-blanket certificates
2. There are definite trends toward the issuance
of certificates for specifically named subjects...
'ij Burkman, Joel A., Teachers* Permanent Certificates and Pro-
fessional Growth
.
(Ed. D., University of California, 1931)
225 pp.
^ Kelley, Earl L. , The State Certification of Business Educa-
tion Instructors in “^e B'nlted States
.
Piaster* s Thesis. Tjniv-
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3. There is a general decrease of granting certi-
ficates solely upon examination*
.
4* There is a very noticeable trend toward hi^er
scholarship requirements • • •
•
5* There is evidence of the requirement for more
and definite professional training for certi-
fication* . • *
6* The gradual elimination of granting certi-
ficates on the basis of less than four years
of training in a higher institution of learn-
ing is another* . *step toward better qualified
instructors*
7* The authority for issuing the numerous certi-
ficates is becoming more and more centralized,
namely by the state boards of education*..*
8. Many states are found to be rapidly raising
the entrance requirements of the teaching
profession and also adopting a more uniform
standard.
9. There is no existing general or equal system
of exchange or recognition of certificates
among states..**
10* *.*there is no homogeneity or uniformity in
granting of certificates, names used, terms,
and classification.
11* There is a wide variation among states in
their specific requirements for business
education certification*
This study indicated the increasing tendency toward
centralizing the power of certification in a state-controlled
body. It further noted the fact that entrance into business
education was becoming more difficult*
’d.&\iOC •’ J* i r . . v . . ‘loe•b Iti'c-x'ic-' y *: £•- »
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Ashby's study^ of certification of business teachers in
the United States in the same year corroborated the findings
of Kelley
.
A study by Kokanour^ revealed that there was a lack of
uniformity among states in regard to requirements, termin-
ology and classification of certificates. The major findings
of the study in respect to certification requirements are
quoted here because of their value in comparing them v/ith
the findings of the present study. The findings were:
1, Forty-seven, or 94 per cent of the fifty states li
and territories, issue general high school certi-
[ficates upon the completion of 4 years of college
|
work, while fifteen, or 20 per cent, issue them
upon less than four years' training,
2, Twenty-two of the above states, or 44 per cent
of the fifty, require that the certificate hold-
!
er teach only the subjects specified on his
general certificate,
3, Three states and territories require more than
four years' training for their general high
school certificates.
4, The majority of the states require that the
holder of the general high school certificate
shall have taken work in strictly education
subjects.
5, Twenty-nine, or 58 per cent of the states and
territories, require practice teaching for at
!
least one of their general high school certi-
ficates, while nine require practice teaching
for certain certificates.
2^ Ashby, James L, , Status of Certification of Commercial Teach- j
ers in the United St'^es
,
Master's Thesis, V/estern Kentucky
State Teachers College, Bov/ling Green, 1932.
^ Kokanour, Edith A. , An Evaluation of Certification Laws In tb
United States as They FSrtaln to Teachers of Business Educatio^
(Unpublished Ilaster's Thesis, University of Southern Ca2. ifornia,
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6. Nineteen, or 58 per cent of the fifty, issue
special high school certificates upon the com-
pletion of four years of college v;ork, v/hile
thirteen states mention business subjects as
a teaching major covered by their general high
school certificates.
7. Eighteen, or 36 per cent of the states, issue
special certificates in business education
upon the completion of less than four years*
college work.
8. Education subjects, including practice teaching,
are listed by the majority of the states as a
requirement for their special business certi-
ficates.
9. Only thirty, or 60 per cent of the states, still
issue life certificates.
10. Twenty-seven, or 90 per cent of the thirty states
that issue general life certificates, require at
least four years* training, while eight, or 26.7
per cent, require teaching experience as a basis
for their life certificates.
11. Eighteen states, or 60 per cent of the thirty
above, require teaching experience as a basis
for their life certificates.
12. The majority of the states make provision for
renewal of their teachers* certificates, all
requiring teaching experience, additional train-
ing, or both.
13. Tv^enty-six, or 52 per cent of the states, report
minimum age requirements for teachers, ranging
from seventeen in Maine to 24 in the Canal Zone.
14. Proof of citizenship is reported as a require-
ment of prospective teachers in twenty states,
while proof of good character is required by
23, and proof of good health by 15.
15. Several states have set up minimum grade require-
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In addition to the above findings it was stated that there
was no uniformity as to the number of certificates. There
was no general recognition of certificates issued by other
states although nine states did make provision for exchange,
iin increasing tendency to centralize authority for certifica-
tion in the state boards of education v/as also noted. One
recommendation of this study was: "The Standards for business
certificates should be raised to the same level as those for
general or academic certificates."-^ Another was stated:
2/
"Certificates should not be granted on examinations alone.
Perry^s study^ in 1936 made several recommendations on
the certification of business teachers. The recommendations
were based on what representative teacher-education institution
heads, business supervisors and teachers thought should be the
bases of certification programs. The recommendations are (quoted
here in full:
1. It is recommended that: The blanket and semi-
blanket certificate be abolished.
2. It is recommended that: Each commercial certi-
ficate shall name upon the face of it the sub-
jects which the instructor is qualified to
teach, and that as he becomes qualified in
additional subjects, they be added to the
certificate.
_!/ ICakanour, Loc. Cit.
Loc. Cit.
Perry, Hillicent A., Recommendations for Standard Certifica-
tion Requirements for Commercial Teachers in the United States.
(Unpublished Master’s thesis, University of Iowa, 1936) 127 pp.
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3* It is recommended that: No teacher be permitted
to teach for more than one year any commercial
subject which is not named on his certificate,
unless he secures 6 semester credits in the
subject matter and/or methods of teaching that
subject from an accredited college prior to the
start of the second year.
4. It is recommended that: There be only two
certificates issued henceforth: (1) a tempo-
rary or provisional or probationary certificate
and (2) a permanent or life certificate.
These recommendations summarize the growing demand for
special-subject certificates, for adequate preparation, and
for simplification of certificate classification. In order
to insure a fully prepared teacher it was further recommended
in the study that;
An unprepared teacher shall be permitted to continue
teaching commercial subjects only if one or more of
the following provisions be met each year until he
is fully prepared:
Earn at least 6 semester hours of college
credit in business subjects in an accredited
college.
Present evidence of meeting the business
experience requirement.
Pass the regular course examination in any
of the courses required for the certificate
for which he has not been granted credit.
Earn at least 6 semester hours of college
credit in business subjects by extension or /
correspondence from an adoredited college.-^
The recommendations were the first, among those used in
this study, to include mention of business experience. The
concluding recommendations were:
^ Perry, Loc. Cit,

Each commercial certificate shall require a major
of at least 30 semester hours*
Each commercial certificate shall require a minor
of 15 hours in one or more fields*
A non-commercial teacher be required to have a
minimum of 15 semester hours in commercial educa-
tion before qualifying to teach any commercial
subject.
The qualifications necessary for a commercial certi-
ficate shall be :
Graduation from an accredited four-year
college with: A minimum of 36 semester
hours in liberal arts; a minimum of 9
semester hours in general education**.*
A minimum of 12 semester hours in commercial
teacher training courses****
A minimum of 18 semester hours in commercial
subjects likely to be tau^t in hi^ school*
A minimum of 20 semester hours in background
courses*
The presentation of three acceptable charac-
ter ratings*
The presentation of evidence of successful
business experience in any one field being
taught to the nurdDer ^of at least one semester
of 432 clock hours
The concluding recommendations urged that the regional
and national associations ’’attempt to secure a system of
exchange of certificates between the states by recommending
to the State Boards of Education a set of certification lavjs
governing commercial teachers* * •’’^ The final recommendation
urged that: ’’The National Council of Business Education sub<
mit this plan to each state Board of Education, the Regional
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Associations, and urges its adoption.”—'
2/Rothrock’s study—' in 1936 corroborated essentially the
findings of Kokanour.
The lack of uniformity of req^uirements was again pointed
out by Hood^ in 1937o That study stated:
There is a lack of uniforjidty of requirements
for business teachers in methods, general educa-
tion, observation, and practice teaching. Such
lack of uniformity shows need for improvement in
business teacher certification requirements ....
•
The trend toward increasing the pre-service requirements was
pointed out by this study and the decreasing use of examina-
tions in certificating teachers was also indicated:
The bachelor’s degree is required by state de-
partments in 37 states. This shows that the
states are demanding higher qualifications and
that in the future business teachers will be re-
quired to attain a higher level of training....
Only 12 states now issue certificates on the
basis of examination, v/hile 36 states and the
District of Columbia use credentials as that
basis. The states that use credentials as the basis
for certification require a certain amount of pro-
fessional preparation and a minimum of credit in
business subjects in addition to college gradua-
tion.^
The minor requirements were summarized as follows:
\J Perry, Loc. Cit.
2/ Rothrock, Lee, A Comparison of the Certification Requirements
for Commercial Teachers in the Different States of the Union. !
(Unpublished Master’s Thesis. Vvestern Kentucl^ State Teachers
College, Bowling Green, 1936) 59 pp. -
^ Hood, Edna, State Certification Requirements for Teaching |
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••••36 states specify a mihimum age limit.*.;
28 states require the candidate to be a citizen
of the United States or to have declared his in-
tention of becoming a citizen; 11 states ask for
a certificate of good health; 31 accept certifi-
cates from other states on the basis of credentials;
10 states require an examination in state govern-
ment or state history; 7 states require an examina-
tion in the state manual or the state course of study;
4 states require attendance at a school of higher
learning in, the state and 2 states require business
eicperience.^
An increase in state control of issuance of certificates was
shown by the study:
The state assumes the responsibility for certi-
fication of teachers in 38 states, cooperates
with the university in 5 states, and delegates p/
this authority to the university in only 2 states.^
The study recommended that certification of teachers be
standardized on a national basis "as a means of promoting
interstate receiprocity and of making a fair evaluation of
certificates possible. «3/
4/A comparative study by V/illiams—' in 1939 found that there
ivas little uniformity of names, number or classification of
certificates among the states. The study also found that there
was a trend toward centralization of the certificating autho-
rity in the states or state departments of education, while




^ Williams, Frank I., Comparative Study of State Certification
Requirements for Teachers of Business Subj’ects in the United
States. (Unpublished Master’s Thesis, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, 1939) 137 pp.
•'*4,
« r
tutions decreased. A decrease in the number of certificates
issued upon examination was also revealed. Specifically this
study found that:
Thirteen states specify that courses in general
foundation subjects must be taken, eleven states
specify work in the social studies field, 15
states specify the amount of training in commerce,
41 states specify work in general education, 9
states require courses in business education,
36 states require credit in directed teaching,
while 26 states /require teaching experience for
certification.—'
This study shov;s that the requiremehts of the various states
differ as to the number of hours to be taken in certain
courses and in the specific courses to be taken. This study
also notes the tendency to abandon blanket and life certi-
ficates, and increasing use of the special-subject licenses;
Twenty-seven states issue a specially named
business certificate, and 10 states specify a
major or a minor which is to be taken. . .Eighteen
states permit the holder of a special business
certificate to teach all subjects in the business
education field, while 9 states limit the number
of subjects which may be taught to those in which
the applicant has had special training or has
listed on his certificate.-^
1939 revealed that
there were 177 different types of certificates that v/ere is-
sued by certificating agencies in the country to business
teachers. The study also revealed that "Reduction in the
W’WTTTTamsT Op. Cit.
B/ Ibid.
^ Brewington and Berg, Op. Cit.
>1
issuance of life certificates ig one of the most significant
findings of this study. No states, except Nevj Jersey and
California, required business experience. Practice teaching
was required in 40 states.
In this study data were compiled according to: (1) four
or more years of preparation, (2) less than four years of
preparation and, (3) requirements for cadet and substitute
teachers. Tables included in the study presented detailed data
on the following items: Certificating agencies, number of
certificates issued; types of certificates, minimum age, re-
quired data as to citizenship, character, good health, fees,
special courses and examinations required. Major requirements
such as length of scholastic preparation, professional and
general education, subject requirements, subjects and grades
in which licenses are valid, experience required; duration
and renewal of certificates are given in detail.
study of business-teacher certi-
fication and compared the results with those found by Brewing-
ton and Berg in 1939. It was found that no changes had occurred
in certificating authorities. Little change had occurred in
the issuance of life certificates.
IT Brev/ington and Berg, Op. Cit.
^ Martin, Thomas B., State Certification of Business Instruc-
tors . Master^ s Thesis, University of Tennessee, 1943.

A study on revocation of teachers* certificates was made
by Barlow in 1936.-^ The study found that there were thirty-
three specific causes for revocation and four general reasons
for revocation. The most frequently named causes for revoking
certificates were: Immorality, incompetency, neglect of duty,
intemperance. Concluding the review of causes v/as the state-
ment:
Although state legislatures have made
statutory provisions concerning revoca-
tion, the state departments of education
or the responsible person or persons seem
reticent about actually putting the statu-
tory provisions to use.
It v;as recommended that publicity be given to the revocation of
certificates and that there be an interstate publicity agent
for certificate revocation. It was felt that such action
would in some way help to strengthen the value of certificates
and also to show the need for good professional conduct.
V Barlow, Y/. V/illard, Revocation of Teachers* Certificates in
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The reviev; of periodical literature is arranged chrono-
logically in order to show the developnent of thought on the
subject of teacher certification. No attempt v/as made to
gather all the literature that has been written on the subject;
rather, it v;as felt that the most significant articles should
be reviewed.
At the Seventh Annual Conference of National Association
of Commercial Teacher-Training Institutions in 1924 Blackstone-^
presented the following findings on business-teacher certifi-
cation:
1. The number of business teachers with four-year
degrees has increased.
2. The average business teacher has taught about
five years, and about one-half of them have had
business experience.
3. Since more beginning teachers have non-commercial
classes to teach, this situation should be con-
sidered v/hen teacher-training programs are plan-
ned,
4, The elimination of poorly qualified teachers
would create a demand for more qualified teachers,
5, Certification lav/s should be so planned that
business teachers have either a major or a
minor in commerce,
6, Sfforts should be made to obtain reciprocity
of business teaching certificates among the
states.
TT Blackstone, E. G. , "Significant Current Researches in Com-
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7* Although the number of business teacher-
training institutions is rapidly increasing,
the training program varies from v;holly in-
adequate to adequate*
Although only two of these findings related specifically to
certification programs then in effect, the other findings
were considered part of the complete picture of adequate
certification*
Frazier’s study, Teacher Training
,
1926-28^ showed that
certification requirements were being gradually raised and
there was a trend tov/ard centralizing certificating authority
in the state departments of education. This study also pointed
out a decrease in certification by examination and an increase
in recognition of college preparation as the basis for certi-
fication. Frazier showed that there was "gradual abandonment,
in a few localities, of the life certificate*" An "increase
in the number of certificates granted for special types of
teaching" v/as also found*
In 1929 Stoutmyer*^ stated that the issuance of certifi-
cates on the basis of examination was one of the great falla-
cies in certification* At that time less than one-third of the
states required practice teaching. From the year 1921 to the
1/ Frazier, Benjamin V/*
,
Teacher Traijiing* 1926-28 * (U*S* Dept*
of Interior, Bureau of Education, Bulletin, 1929, No* 17*
Washington, D.C* Government Printing Office, 1929) 35 pp*
^ Stoutmyer, J* Howard, "Facts and Fallacies in the Certifica-
tion of Secondary School Teachers*” Educational Administration
and Supervision, 15:38-46, January 1929* 46 pp*
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year in which the study V7as made there had been a rise in
state-controlled issuance of certificates from 26 to 56.
Stoutmyer stated that:
...data reveal that the actual practices in
certification assume a carry-over into teach-
ing regardless of the amount or kind of train-
ing in the specific duties performed. Judging
by their fruits, there seems, therefore, to be a
more profound faith in the worn-out creed of
formal discipline than in the experimental
evidence of scientific education.
An examination of the general regulations in effect at
that time show that nearly one-half of the states required
statements relative to the character of the applicant and
that about a fourth required the applicant to be a citizen of
the United States. A fourth required a health certificate
showing the physical fitness of the applicant. In regard to
minimum age, one state required 16 years of age, four 17,
twenty 18, one 19. Utah required 25 years for a license.-^
A statement as to the value of certification by examina-
zj
tion was made in 1950 by Plenzke."^ Speaking of the weaknesses
of the examination system he stated:
The examination system of recruiting teachers
has serious limitations. It cannot function as
a sifting process for selecting candidates with
acceptable character and personality traits. It
eliminates and accepts candidates upon the basis
)J Stoutmyer, Op. Cit., pp. 58-46.
Plenzke, O.H.
,
"Do Teacher Certification Lav/s Meet the De-
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of ecademic accomplishments only. To pass or not
to pass, is the question. Desirable characterist-
ics other than those of a scholastic nature are
not measured. • •
«
As to the value of student teaching and its relation to certi-
fication by examination he stated:
It does not recognize practice teaching, which
is the core of good teacher training.^
That statement carried serious implications for education of
future teachers of business subjects as well as for teachers
in general.
2/Dynes— traced the history of certification and concluded
that "A certificate is valuable to the degree that it measures
the amount of scholarship and successful experience to which
it certifies..." Referring to the need for higher entrance
requirements he said that "as long as it is easy to enter the
profession, it is difficult to set up high professional stand-
ards of requirements.”^
A study in 1932^ of the then present minimum standards
in business teaching certification showed that the most effi-
cient business teacher had the follov/ing qualifications:
ITPienzke , Op . C it . , p . 43
.
^ Dynes, John J. , "How Certification is Practiced in the
various States," Nation’s Schools, April 1931, pp. 67-71.
^ Ibid, po 71.
^ Clevenger, Harl, "Certification Standards of Commercial
Teachers,” Balance Sheet
,
September 1932, p. 15.
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1. College training: graduate of a four-year
college and holder of a bachelor^ s degree
or etiuivalent,
2* Technical training: 24-36 hours in com-
mercial subjects with a minimum of from 3-5
hours of training in each half-year subject
the teacher is teaching; and 6-15 hours of
training in each full year or 2-year subject.
3. Professional training: at least 20 hours of
professional ..education courses, v/hich should
include a minimum of 3-5 hours of methods
courses in commercial subjects and similar
amount of practice teaching. Practice teach-
ing waived if the applicant had had previous
teaching experience.
4. Progressive professional training: profession-
al growth indicated by reading regularly 2-3
periodicals dealing with commercial education;
by attending at least 2 or 3 educational meet-
ings each year, including one national meeting
if possible; obtaining actual office experience
and by graduate study along professional and
technical lines.
It was pointed out that professional growth can be ob-
tained through organized and purposeful non-credit work after
the initial teaching position. Such growth "will promulgate
and sustain a superior value in the teaching profession.
TrudeaU'^ found that certification by examination was
rapidly being abandoned. He also found that "in issuing high-
school certificates on college credits, a majority of the states
require a four-year degree" and that "for the professional life
"high-school certificates all states require a four^year degree
l/ Clevenger, Op. Clt., p. 15.
2/ Trudeau, C. P., "Current Practices in Certification of
Teachers (A Committee Report.) The High School (Quarterly ,
January 1933, pp. 79-85.

31
and from 12 to 21 semester hours of professional courses*
As a result of a survey of the trends in teacher education
and certification Siedle-^ in 1934 recommended the elimination
of the permanent or life certificate and the simplification of
certification by issuing only two or three standard licenses.
The elimination of the blanket certificate and institution of
special certificates with "insistence upon preparation and
concentration in two or, preferably, three fields of study,"
were also recommended. In regard to the special-subjects
certificate, it was stated that it:
...should include the establishment of minimum
requirements of from 18 to 24 college or uni-
versity credits in a single subject before a
person may be certificated to teach that subject.
A further recommendation was to the effect that prepara-
tion programs should be increased in length of time; also the
establishment of specialized curricula was urged.
Revocation, an important phase of certification, was re-
viewed by Hostetler^in 1934. It was found that the leading
causes for revocation were: immorality, negligence, incompe-
tence, violation of contract, intemperance, and violation of
the laws of the state. A survey of court decisions in revoca-
tion shov/ed that:
1/ Siedle, Theodore A., "Trends in Teacher Preparation and
Certification,” Educational Administration and Supervision,
March 1934, pp. 206-207.
^ Hostetler, Ivan, "Legal Causes for the Revocation of Teach-
ers* Licenses in the U.S.,” American School Board Journal,
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There is a tendency for the courts in making
decisions v;hich involve the revocation of a
certificate, to keep the pupils, rather than
the teacher, in the foreground. This seems
to be in line with the general trend of educa-
tion, because the general vjelfare of /the pupils
should be of primary consideration^^
lostetler pointed out that revocation may be based on state
5odes, past cases, and test cases.
As a pre-requisite to obtaining a certificate, according
to Eriksenf/the business teacher should be required ”to obtain
practical business experience before teaching....” In regard
to pre-service education he stated:
If commercial teachers are to be adequately
trained, that training might best be given
in a college or university by the School of
Education in conjunction with the School of
Business Administration. -2/
4/
In 1936 the Southern Business Education Association”' made
recommendations concerning the certification of business teach-
ers. Among their recommendations was one that stated:
Practical considerations made it desirable
that four teaching fields be recognized in
the general field of business education.
The fields referred to are: Accounting and
Secretarial; Accounting; Secretarial; Mer-
chandising. Certification agencies should
issue teaching certificates appropriate to
^ each of these fields.
^ Hostetler, Op. Cit., Sept., p. 18.
Ericksen, Edward G.
,
’’Necessity for Change in Commercial Ed-
ucation,” Journal of Business Education, May 1935, pp.7-8, 16.
3/ Ibid, pr^;
y Southern Business Education Association, ’’Proposed Certifica-



























It was further recommended that licenses ’*be granted only to
persons holding a bachelor’s degree from a standard four-year
college*” Selected recommendations follow:
Certificates should authorize the holder to
teach in generally designated fields of busi-
ness education. This means that certificates
should not be issued for the teaching of parti-
cular business subjects.
Applicants for any type of certificate should
have had at least eight weeks of full-time busi-
ness experience. In lieu of such experience,
six semester hours or nine quarter hours of
graduate work in business education should be
acceptable for certification.-'
A complete resume of the recommendations may be found in
Modem Business Education, Vol. II, No. 3, March 1936. These
recommendations were criticized by Nichols-' who stated that
the ^ole field of business education should be divided into
the ’’two grand divisions of commercial education—vocational
and consumer business training.” He went on to say that the
business teacher’s certificate should state on the face the
particular subjects vtoich the teacher is able to teach*
In an analysis of state programs of certification and
their development, Frazier^ said, ’’Properly administered,
certification is one of the most effective means to raise the
qualifications of teachers.” According to Frazier,
3^ Southern Business Education Association, Op. Cit., p. 14.
2/ Nichols, Frederick G. , ’’Criticism, Comment and Challenge,”
Journal of Business Education. January 1937, po8.
3/ Frazier, B. Y/., Development of State Programs for the Certi-
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The realization of the purpose of certi-
fication is limited, in part beeause: Certi-
fication requirements are concerned primarily
with minimum standards; teacher employment and
certification requirements are only partially
related; and the requirements made for certi-
fication are largely conditioned by the supply
of teachers and the nature of the training pr^
vided them by teacher education institutions
Among the recommendations made in this study were: that
terminology be made uniform; that requirements be set by the
state boards of education and that certification by examina-
tion be abandoned. It was further recommended that certificates
be differentiated according to fields of specialization. In
regard to reciprocity it was recommended that exchange of
certificates be based on college credentials. Up to the time
of the report state issuance of certificates had risen from
three in 1898 to forty-one in 1957.
2/Carmichael in 1938—' stated that "A danger confronting
business education is that its teachers may have no background
training other than that in business education itself.” This
article also called for a teacher education program ’’more
practical and less theoretical with demands that a teacher be-
come proficient in the skill which he will be required to teach.
Results of a survey conducted by the Southern Association
3/
of Secondary Schools and Colleges were reported by Dixon— in
TT Frazier," Op. Cit., p. 45.
2/ Carmichael, Vernal H. , ’’Certification of Teachers of Business
Education,” National Business Education i^uarterly,March 1938,
p. 28.
^ Dixon, James Q,. , "Uniform Teacher Certification in the South,
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1938# Among the recoiomendations were statements calling for
specialized teaching certificates and special methods in the
major and minor fields. The report stated that applicants for
teaching positions should possess the following:
Broad general training—12 hours in social
sciences, 12 hours in math and physical
science.
Professional subjects: 6 hours of student
teaching; 6 hours of organization, materials
and methods; 3 hours in educational psychology.
It was believed by the investigating committee that colleges
could offer better courses for the preparation of teachers.
1/Cox, in an article entitled, "Should Teachers be Certi-
fied On Credits Earned or as the Result of Examinations?” said
that the system of accepting college credits does not give a
true picture of the ability or fitness of the applicant to
teach. He contended that the criteria for selection should be
based on such things as knowledge of young people, knowledge
of subject matter, cultural acquaintances and abilities, tests
for mental ability and psychological adjustment, and successful
student teaching.
Frazier’s study^ of certification trends in 1939 showed
a continuing rise in minimum scholastic requirements for certi-
ficates. It also shov/ed an increase in specialization of
certificates. The report also reflected the increasing time of
y Cox, P."* W. L. , "Should Teachers be Certified on Credits Earn-
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preparation with a resulting enrichment of the education of
prospective teachers* His report of 1940‘^stated that the rise
in the amount of required preparation in the previous ten years
averaged more than one year*
Barnhart^ reported in 1941 on the "Statement of the code
for business education certification" for the North Central
Association;
1* A provisional certificate in business educa-
tion shall be granted upon the satisfactory
completion of the following; 33 semester
hours in economics and business administration
of which not loss than 8 semester hours shall
be in accounting, 8 hours in shorthand and 4
hours in typewriting; and 3 semester hours in
methods of teaching in the general field or
in some specific subject in the field*
2* A provisional certificate in business
education, exclusive of the shorthand,
shall be granted upon satisfactory com-
pletion of the following; 33 semester
hours in economics and business adminstra-
tion of which not less than 12 semester
hours shall be in accounting and 4 hours
in typewriting; and 3 semester hours in
methods of teaching in the general field
or in some specific subjects in the field*
The report also stated that after teaching for the required
period of time on a provisional certificate the teacher could
specialize in graduate work in any specific area*
Commenting on the existing rules (1942) in certification,
3/Grace— stated that;
l/ Frazier, B.Y/. "Minimura Certification Requirements for Teacher
School Life
,
October 1940, pp* 27-29*
_2/ Barnhart, V/.S., "A Study of Teacher Certification," Journal
of Business Bducation
,
November 1941, p* 14*
^ Grace, Alonzo G. , "Teacher Certification—A Problem in
Teacher Bducationt
"
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They place the education of teachers
in the school of education in an educational
straight jacket, making it essential that
the institution train for certification re-
quirements and not for the teaching profes-
sion.
He further stated that certification regulations "cause train-
ing institutions merely to meet minimum requirements." Grace
advocated a fifth year of training "in the nature of in-service
training." According to the writer examinations are of great
value in eliminating teachers v;ho are not masters of their
subject matter.
1/Randolph reported that during the v/ar certification re-
quirements were lov/ered or ignored because of the shortage of
adequately prepared teachers. Some states issued emergency
certificates and some lowered their qualifications through
legislation. Such action stated Randolph,
...would not only give permanent certificates
to teachers who are less qualified than those
who have been certified heretofore but would
lower qualifications for some time to come.
2/
In reviev/ing research in the years 1940-42, Jonas—' showed
there v/ere trends toward:
1. simplifying types of certificates and
centering responsibility on the state
or even the national government
"ij Randolph, V. R.
,
"Teacher Certification in the Southeastern
States," Peabody Journal of Education
,
May 1943, p. 365.
2/ Jonas, R. 0., "Bibliography," Review of Bducational Research
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2* making training requirements for certi-
ficates and licenses to teach more
specific to the field or fields of
teaching. •
•
3. raising minimum requirements for certi-
ficates
4. issuing fewer permanent or life certi-
ficates
5. reducing petty state-line limitations
and establishing reciprocity based on
training and merit rather than geograph-
ical or political situations
6. recognizing emergency demand for teach-
ers while at the same time maintaining
high standards
7. developing cooperative studies of certi-
fication problems
8. providing for long range planning on
needed changes in qualifications for
certification
9. including directed observation and
,
practice teaching with training require-
ments.
The statement regarding certification by the national govern-
ment evidently refers to the George-Deen Act and amendments
thereto. Mention of cooperative studies on the problems of
certification is indicative of the interest shovm by the vari-
ous studies carried on by regional and national accrediting
agencies.
In 1944 Adams^ reported the criteria to be employed for
improving teacher certification requirements for Texas. This
statement reflected national thought in certification. He
V Adams , E . M. , "Nev/ Certification Proposals, The Texas Out-
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stated that "more emphasis should be placed on non-course
training such as travel, social welfare v7ork, Comprehensive
examinations were urged along with abandonment of life certi-
ficates. It was recommended that a masters degree be required
for high school licenses and that the license be specialized
according to subjects taughto
With the shortage of teachers during the war, Emens-^
stated that "for the duration, all specific courses should be
v/aived to allow free exchange of teachers o" It was also rec-
ommended:
That all states should provide within certi-
fication regulations provisions for a one-year
temporary certificate for out-of-state appli-
cants who may lack specific course requirements
and that such courses be included in the in-
service programs of the respective states and
not be used as hurdles to prevent certification
of such applicants*
State requirements were relaxed during the war period and
after the war due to the lack of adequately prepared teachers.
Frazier’s-^ 1944 report of trends in certification showed
that there v/as "a slight tendency to break down more or less
arbitrary requirements made of out-of-state teachers." He
pointed out, hovjever, that there were "no important gains....
toward the interchange of certificates among States." It was
noted that there was "a slight tendency. .. .to increase the
r/ !5mens, J.P. "State Reciprocity in Teacher Certification in
North Central Territory," North Central Association Quarterly
,
April 1944, p. 312.
2/ Frazier, B. V/., "Trends in Certification of Teachers," Educa-
tion for Victory
,
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amount of professional education required for high school
certificates and*... to increase requirements in student teach-
ing for such certificates...”
On an article dealing with business teachers in Illinois,
Fries^stated:
It would seem desirable that teacher-
education programs require business
experience for graduates and make pro-
vision for acquiring it during the
training program.
One of the ways to improve the quality of the members of
the teaching profession according to Blyler^v/as to have high-
er standards of certification. It was stated that:
A teaching certificate should be regarded
as a certificate of personal attainment and
merit instead of a document giving one the
legal right to teach. A legally qualified
teacher and a v;ell-qualified teacher are
not necessarily synonymous. The certi-
ficate is valuable in direct proportion to
the standard of qualification on which it
is issued.
The need for improving the type of people entering the profes-
sion was pointed out. It was suggested that prospective teach-
ers be recruited from "high school students of high intellect-
ual attainments and fine personal qualities.” The exercise of
"careful selection and guidance” was mentioned as fundamental
to the improvement of teaching personnel.
w Fries, Albert C., "The Illinois Business Teacher,” National
Business Education Quarterly
.
May 1945, p. 64*
2/ Blyler, Dorothea M. , ’’Certification of Elementary-School
Teachers in the U. S.” Elementary School Journal , June 1945,
pp. 578-89.
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On the subject of state reciprocity Lagerbergi^pointed
out that recuirements of resident study and special courses in
state law and state constitutions were hurdles to out-of-state
teachers. Other restrictive requirements were listed as;
practice teaching, professional education, non-resident fees
at colleges. Differences in states* requirements in these have
prevented many teachers from moving from one state to another.
Another factor that has entered into the problem of certifica-
tion was that of the practice of appointing local candidates
to positions. These difficulties were also pointed out by
Knepper— who also stated that the difficulty apparently lay in
the lack of cooperation among certificating agencies. He
stated that there should be a **s ingle certifying authority
with general and broad powers and there should be a national
agency (for certification),” Stinnett^stated, in regard to
reciprocity;
The chief barriers to free movement of
teachers across state lines in the order
of their frequency are: Graduation from
an accredited college (not accredited by
the appropriate regional association)
;
variations among the states in requirements
in the professional field; and variations
among states in requirements in given teach-
ing fields.
\/ Lagerberg, 1.1, N,, "Trucks and Teachers,** School and Society ,
June 30, 1945, pp, 428-9,
^ Knepper, D. W. , "Interstate Barriers and Public Education,"
School and Society
,
September 1,; 1945, pp, 140-1,
^ Stinnett, J, M, , **Reciprocity in Teacher Certification,"
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However, he pointed out that states seem to be liberalizing
their requirements in regard to specified courses by eliminat-
ing the requirements or giving more time in which to meet them.
Although he stated that certification regulations "have
for the most part outlived their usefulness,” Freeman-^said
that certification programs should not be abandoned. He pro-
poses some steps that could be taken: (1) A general certificate
valid in grades 10 to 12 for teaching pupils not preparing for
college; (2) Requiring prospective teachers to present records
of out-of-class experiences such as travel, employement, youth
leadership; (3) Each teacher-education institution be responsi-
ble for recommending candidates for state certification. This
latter proposal, according to Freeman, "would require profes-
sional courage of high order.”
Business experience should be required for all teachers
according to a statement by Carltono-^ He specifically stated:
Nationally recognized leaders stress the
importance of business experience to such
a degree that it is essential that business-
teacher-training institutions all over the
nation install programs of pre-service
business employment and that all in-service
business teachers act to maintain continuous
contact v;ith and knov/ledge of current business
practices.
v Freeman, M. H. "Teacher Certification—Credits or Competenc-
ies,” Business Education World , January 1946, pp. 262-3.
^ Carlton, Ivan D. , "Business Experience for Business Teachers^
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His statement is based on the opinions of leaders in business
education as reflected in books and professional periodicals.
Observing that many temporary certificates were being
issued in the post-war period, Ludema warned of the need
to get away from certifying emergency teachers. It was his
contention that they would turn into permanent teachers with
a poor program of education and preparation.
I ^ Ludeman , ~\I • W. , "Breaking A Teacher Racket,” American School
j
Board Journal, February 1947, p. 28.
•: si*:rex 7fj lirtoi ;:i C^o &£w na L&asa eJ:
.^ZcoJ.SicI'ieq iaaoU.'^-i-' > bxw a^ooef nl f>2>cfoeI'i?*i r,c aol^ooa.^o
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tld-xw a^iSiio' b.t d’:'te*iQiirrsg[ od-itl n*UJj^ dIi’ow drdd- n^Ij/ied-noo
.rjol ja'ifiCS'Kj ftfie- ncid'aoi.’he aim'x^O'iq *iocq 3 '
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PROCEUFRES USED IN GATHERING DATA
Chapter I stated the problem of certification of teachers
of business education in the public secondary schools of the
United States, Chapter II reviewed the literature in the field
of certification, general and specific. This chapter outlines
and shov;s in detail the procedures employed in gathering and
presenting data for the present study.
In order to analyze the existing certification regulations
and to compare them with requirements found in other studies,
the following procedures were employed:
1, Compilation of a list of addresses of state
departments of education
2, Construction of a letter requesting informa-
tion concerning certification regulations
3o A reviev; of literature in the field of certi-
fication
4. Construction of master data sheets for recording
data
5, Sending of follow-up letters requesting addition-
al information from state departmens of education
6, Presentation of results of the comparative study
by means of tables
7. Statement of conclusions as indicated by the
findings
8 Statement of recommendations for improvement
of business-teacher certification.
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Letters V7ere sent to the various state departments of edu-
cation in the United States requesting official copies of certi-
fication regulations pertaining to teachers of business educa-
tion subjects. Replies were received from forty-eight states
and the District of Columbia. See page 46 for a copy of the
original letter sent to the certificating agencies. Requests
for information v/ere also sent to Alaska and the Territory of
Hawaii. However, the present study is limited to the study of
certification requirements in continental United States.
Since the cities of Buffalo and New York in the State of
New York were not controlled by the same certification regula-
tions that applied to the rest of the state, separate requests
would have to be sent to the certificating authorities in those
cities for information concerning certification. A separate
request would also have to be sent to the superintendent of
schools in Cook County, Illinois for certification regulations.
A list of the certificating agencies and their addresses is
given in the appendix.
A review of literature in the field of certification was
made. An extensive bibliography was constructed consisting of
pertinent periodicals, previous studies and textbooks. An
analysis of selected pertinent studies has been presented in
Chapter II. Several theses and dissertations were obtained
through interlibrary loan. In addition the theses on the sub-
ject of certification available at the Boston University School
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I am making a study of the requirements for certi-
fication of business teachers in the secondary
schools of the United States* Your assistance in
helping me complete the study is respectfully re-
quested.
Please send Information concerning the requirements
for certificates available to teachers of business
subjects in the State of liVyoming.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Yours truly,
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of Education library were reviewed. The periodical references
available at Boston University, the Boston Public Library and I
I
the library at the Graduate School of Education, Harvard Uni-
versity were reviewed. Several yearbooks and bulletins of
learned organizations were also read, !
The definitions of terms used in this study were based on
;
terms extracted or adapted from the various references used
and from Good’s Dictionary of Education , The follov/ing research|
aids were employed in securing background information for the i
study:
The Education Index
The Readers ’ Guide to Periodical Literature
Business Education Index
A Cyclopedia of Education
Bibliography of Research Studies in Education







Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals
Additional bibliographical material was obtained from the vari-
ous studies reviev/ed.
Other research aids used v/ere: Research Applied to Busi-
ness Education (Haynes and Humphrey) ; Research and Thesis Y^rit-
ing (Almack)
;
The Methodology of Educational Research (Good, et
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, Principles and Practice (Smith)
Complete titles and publishing information of the research
tools used in the study are listed in the bibliography under
the heading, "Research Aids.”
The data in the states* bulletins of certification regula-
tions were tabulated on master data sheets in order to facili-
tate comparison with the data presented by other studies.
Samples of some typical master data sheets are found on pages
49 and 50 . It can be seen that this method of analysis would
reveal the missing items of information. All phases of the
general problem of business-teacher certification were analyzed
I
separately in order to facilitate comparison of data and
!
I
arrangement of tables for Chapters IT and 7.
:
Eollow-up letters were sent to the various certificating
agencies requesting additional information where essential
data were found to be lacking in the regulations received (as
revealed through the master data sheets). Samples of typical
I
j
follow-up letters requesting the additional information are
found on pages 51 and 52 « Additional copies of follow-up
letters can be found in the appendix. Replies were received
from fifteen of the eighteen follow-up letters sent. Informa-
tion on some elements of certification was unobtainable from
official documents and from certificating agencies in the
follow-up requests.
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State Department of Education
Sacramento, California
Dear Sir:
I am making a survey of teacher certification require
ments. Would you send printed information on the fol
lowing teaching certificates:
General Secondary Credential
General Secondary Life Diploma
Special Secondary Life Credential
in Business Education
It will be appreciated if you will answer the follov/-
ing questions:
Are character references required for
certification?
Y/hat are the fees for certificates?
Are out-of-state certificates accepted
in the State of California?
Thank you for your assistance in this survey.
Yours truly,
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Director of Teacher Certification
State Department of Education
Charleston, West Virginia
Dear Miss Starcher;
A few weeks ago I received from you a bulletin de-
scribing the types of teaching certificates issued
to high school teachers in the State of West Virginia.
I am using the information in a nation-wide study of
certification requirements.
However, there are a few questions concerning the
certificates. Is the LIFE FIRST CLASS HIGH SCHOOL
certificate still issued? If so, would you send in-
formation about it?
Would you kindly give an answer to the following:
Are out-of-state certificates accepted in
West Virginia?
V/hat are the fees for the various certificates?
Are statements concerning the character and
personality of a teaching applicant required?
All other information needed for the study was con-
tained in the bulletin "High School Certificates, 1945
Revision." Thank you for your assistance in helping
me complete this survey.
Yours truly,
John L. Pineault, Jr
OV^lYCae^
<' ur'/ c^f*.o f. i.h*'-rcr 'f^</^o^TeT locJ-'jo^irj
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In this study quarter hours have been converted to semes-
ter hours in order to facilitate uniformity in comparison of
requirements. This has been done since most of the states
utilize the semester hour as the basis of course credits. One
quarter hour is equal to two-thirds of a semester hour. Frac-
tional parts of semester hours have been retained in all tables
in Chapters IV and V.
Chapters IV and V compare in detail the state requirements
for certification of business teachers in 1939, 1943 and at
present. The tables were constructed in simple fashion in
order to insure readability and ease of comparison. Tlie tables
were adapted in part from those contained in the studies by
Brewington and Berg, and Martin.
After comparing results of the present study and previous
studies it was possible to draw conclusions and to make recom-
mendations for the improvement of certification regulations
pertaining to business teachers. These conclusions and recom-
mendations are contained in Chapter VI. The recommendations
are also based on the findings of previous studies and litera-
ture on the subject.
The bibliography contains a list of all the studies, text-
books and periodical literature considered in planning and
carrying on the study. The bibliography is subdivided into
the following groups:

Theses and Dissertations Relative to Certification







Research Aids Used in the Study
Appendix A is a copy of the original letter sent to the
state departments of education requesting bulletins and offi-
cial documents on business-teacher certification. Appendix B
contains copies of follow-up letters sent to the state depart-
ments requesting additional information. Appendix C contains
a list of the state and city certificating agencies (Chicago,
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The findings of the present study are presented in this
chapter and the following chapter. Chapter IV considers the
major elements of certification of business teachers under the
following headings:
I. Administration of Certification
A, Certificating agencies
B, Subject and grade validity of certificates
C, Experience, duration and renewal of
certificates
D, Certification fees
S, Reciprocity in certification
II, Requirements of Preparation
A. General academic education
B. Specialized preparation
C. Technical business subjects
D. Related technical business subjects
E. Professional education
F. General professional education
G. Special professional education
H. Business experience
The findings of the present study are compared in detail
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Martin’s study in 1943* A summary of the findings, conclusions
and recommendations are contained in Chapter VI*
CERTIFICATIHC ACENCIES
A comparative analysis of agencies issuing certificates
as shown in Table I revealed that practically no changes have
taken place since 1939. The study by Brewington and Berg and
the study by Martin shov;ed that no changes took place between
the years of 1939 and 1943. Since 1943 no further advances
have taken place in the centralization of certificating powers.
Table I shows in the present study that the certificating agency
in the State of Missouri was the State Superintendent of Public
I
Schools whereas in 1939 and 1943 it was shown to be the State
Department of Education. Wisconsin documents stated that the
certificating agency was the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction; it had been shown in the previous studies as the
State Department of Public Instruction.
Various names were used to designate the certificating
authorities in the states. In the District of Columbia the
certificating agency was the District Board of Examiners; in
15 states it was the State Board of Education. In two states
the sole authority v;es the State Board' of Educational Examin-
ers; in three states the State Board of Examiners. The State
Commissioner of Education was the issuing agency in three
states; the State Department of Education in eleven states. In
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California SDS & CEE
^
SDE & CEE
Colorado SSPI & Inst. SSPI & Inst.^
Connecticut SEE SEE
Delav/are SEE SEE






















New Hamushire SEE SEE
Nev; Jersey SEEx SEEx
New Mexico SEE SEE
New York SCE SCE
North Carolina SDPI SDPI





Rhode Island SDiE SDiS
South Carolina SEE SEE
South Dakota SDPI SDPI
Tennessee SCE SCE

































































































































TABLE I; (C0NTIKU3D )
State 1939 and 1943* 1948
Virginia SBE SBE
Y/ashington SSPI SSPI
West Virginia SDE SDE
V/isconsin SDPI SSPI®
Y7yoming SDE SDE
* Brewington-Berg and Martin studies revealed no changes be
tv/een the years 1939 and 1943*
a Some state institutions
b Except Cook County
c And certain state colleges and universities
d Eor state-aided schools; all others by local authorities
e Must register certificates v/ith county or city superin-
tendents














County Board of Education
District Board of Examiners
State Institutions of Higher Learning
State Board of Education
State Board of Educational Examiners
State Board of Examiners
State Commissioner of Education
State Department of Education
State Director of Education
State Department of Public Instruction
State Examining Board
State Superintendent of Public Instruo'
tion
State Superintendent of Schools
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issuing agent. The State Department of Public Instruction was
the agency in four states while the State Szamining Board was
the authority in one state. In seven states the State Super-
intendent of Public Instruction was the certificating agency;
in one state the State Superintendent of Schools was the issu-
ing agent.
The State of California issued certificates throu^ the
county boards of education as well as through the State Depart-
ment of Education. . Joint issuance also existed in Colorado
where certain institutions of higher learning held certificat-
ing authority in conjunction with the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction. In the State of Missouri certain state
colleges and universities held joint certificating power with
county boards of education and the State Superintendent of
Public Schools, In the State of Texas certificating authority
was delegated to the State Superintendent of Public Instruction
by the State Board of Examiners, The State of T/isoonsin re-
quired that all certificates be registered with the county or
city superintendents.
As in the previous studies it was also assumed that all
accredited state teacher-education Institutions functioned as
part of the state departments of education,
A comparison of the data in the studies in 1939, 1943, and
the present study showed that practically no change had occur-
red in the delegation of certificating power by the various
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states. Complete centralization of power of certification has
been practically accomplished,
SUBJECT MD CrRPDS VALIDITY OF CERTIFICATES
Table II shows the subject and grade validity of the 134
certificates found to be available to teachers of business
subjects. The certificates are the ones that are based on at
least four years of pre-service preparation.
It was found that eighty-one certificates req,uired that
the names of the subjects in which a teacher is considered
qualified to teach must be written on the face of the credent-
ial, Tv/o certificates allowed an instructor to teach all sub-
jects in grades seven and eight but only the subjects named
on the certificate in grades nine through twelve.
The state certification documents specified that a teach-
er was eligible to teach subjects in major and minor areas of
specialization on thirteen certificates. Four certificates
granted a teacher the opportunity to teach ’’any or all” sub-
jects, In addition it was also found that two certificates
permitted a teacher to teach ’’all” subjects. Four certificates
allowed a teacher to teach ’’any” subject. Those three designa-
tions may be grouped to read: Ten certificates permitted a
teacher to teach all subjects within grade limitations.
Four certificates were found to be restricted to teaching
business subjects only. In tv;o instances it v/as found that
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Certificate Subj. Named Secondary
ARIZONA
Secondary Maj. & Min. 7-12, JC




Subj. Named Jr, Sr, 4
General Secondary





Any or All Jr, Sr, 4, JC
in Com’l Education
Special Sec. Life
Subj. Named Jr, Sr, 4, JC
Cred. in Com’l Ed. Subj. Named Jr, Sr, 4, JC
COLORADO
State Graduate Temp. All All
State Graduate Life All All
State Sneoial Temp. Subj. Named All
State Special Life Subj . Named All
COM'TSCTICUT®
Limited Secondary Subj. Named 7-12
Permanent Secondary Subj. Named 7-12
Special Commercial Bus. Subjects 7-12










































TiUBLB II ; (Continued)






Com*! Branches Subj, Named High School
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA®
License XI(Jr, High) Two majors Junior High
License XlVdr. Higji) Two majors Junior High
License r7I(Sr. High) Major and
minor Senior High
FLORIDA
Graduate Subj • Named 7-12
Post Graduate Sub j . Named 7-12
Advanced Post Graduate Subj. Named 7-38
Provisional Graduate Subj. Named 7-12
GEORGIA
Provisional Four Year Subj. Named High School
High School
Professional Four Year Subj. Named High School
High School
Professional Life Four Subj. Named High School
Year High School
Provisional. Pive Year Subj. Named High School
High School
Professional Five Year Subj. Named High School
High School
Professional Life Five Subj. Named High School
Year High School
IDAHO
State High School Any or All 7-12
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TABLE H; (Continued)








Limited State Special Subj, Named Any










School License Subj. Named 1-12
lOV/A
Standard Secondary X 7-12
Standard Sec, Life X 7-12
Advanced Secondary X 7-12, JC
Advanced Sec. Life X 7-12, LC
KATTSAS
Three Year High School Any Any
Life High School Any Any
Two Year Special Subj. Named Any
Life Special Subj, Named Any
KENTUCIiT
Provisional High
School Subj, Named 7-12










Class lA Professional Subj, Named High School
Class IB Professional Subj, Named High School
Class IC Professional Subj, Named High School
Class IIA High School Subj, Named High School
Class IIB High School
MAINS
No Certificates
Subj. Named High School
MARYLAND














High Sch. Std. General Subj, Named Jr, Sr, 6
H« S* St^ • Gen» Life Subj , Named Jr, Sr, 6
H. S. Std, Special Subj, Named El, Jr, Sr, 6
H. S, Std. Sped, Life Subj, Named El, Jr, Sr, 6
H. S, Advanced General Subj, Named Jr, Sr, 6, JC
H, S. Advanced Gen. Life
MISSISSIPPI
Subj . Named Jr, Sr, o, JC
Professional License









































































Bive Year High School Maj. & Min. High School
Life High School Ma j • & Min. Hi^ School
MONTANA
Temporary Secondary X 6-12





Initial Subj. Named 7-12
Provisional Subj. Named 7-12












Certificate Maj. & Min. 7-12
JERSEY
Limited High School Subj . Named 7-12




Five Year High School X High School
High School Life X High School
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High School Teacher’s Subj . Named High School
Graduate Secondary
NORTH DAKOTA





sional Life Any Any
OHIO
Provisional Hi^ Sch. Subj. Named 7-12
Professional High Sch* Subj . Named 7-12
Permanent High School Subj* Named 7-12
Provisional Special Sub j . Named 31, High School
Professional Special Subj, Named El, High School







One Year High School Maj. & Min* Ir, Sr, 4
Five Year High School
Life State High School




Subj* Named Jr, Sr
College Subj. Named Jr, Sr













Subj* Named Grades Named
in Com’l Subjects Subj, Named Grades Named
Life Professional Subj, Named Grades Named




Subj, Named Jr, Sr
sional Certificate
Advanced Professional
Subj, Named Jr, Sr
Certificate
Permanent Professional
Subj , Named Jr, Sr
Certificate Subj, Named Jr, Sr
SOUTH DAiCOTA
High School G-eneral Ivlaj, 5: Min, 1-ia
High School Special Maj, L Min, I-IE
Permanent High School Maj , 8c. Min, 1-12
TEHHESSEE
Professional High School Subj, Named Jr, Sr
TEXAS
Temporary High School X High School
Permanent High School X High School
UTAH
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TABL3 II: (Continued)







Standard X High School
VIRGIIJIA
Collegiate Subj, Hamed 6-12
Collegiate Professional Subj. Named 6-12
VJASHUTGTON
Temporary Secondary X 7-12
Three Year Secondary X 7-12
Six Year Standard X 7-12
VrSST VIRGIhTIA
Provisional Pligh School Subj, Named Jr, Sr
First Class High School Subj. Named Jr, Sr






License Business High School
LTOIIEITG
High School Subj. Named High School
Life High School Subj • Named High School
* Reouirements similar to Brewington-Berg and Hart in studies;
comparison not considered necessary in tabular form
a In process of revision
b Information unobtainable
j eoxX'j.'d'Q i'lai' 0.1
-iflXix:la ad-n<5iiie'Lcxjoe.v .'
m;ox ‘xaXiidnd' nX \;'x£?ac£'Ot-.i iton, ncsx'iijc'noo
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teachers were allowed to teach subjects in tv/o major fields*
No information regarding subject validity was obtainable
for the remaining twenty certificates*
Data considered in the study showed that there were defi-
nite restrictions as to the grades in which certificates were
valid* It was found in the present study that there were
184 divisions under grade validity of all certificates con-
sidered. Jin analysis of the data presented in Table II showed
that four certificates were granted for teaching in "all” grades
>
ten to teach in "any" grade* live certificates were listed as
valid for teaching in elementary grades and five in grades one
through twelve. It was also found that twenty-six of the certi-
ficates v;ere valid in junior high schools, five in grades six
through twelve, thirty-eight in grades seven through twelve and
one in grades eight through twelve*
Four certificates were granted by the states for teaching
in "secondary schools" and thirty-two for teaching in "high
schools*" The Commonwealth of Massachusetts issued a certifi-
cate for use in thirty state-aided high schools*
Twenty-five states issued certificates valid in "senior
high schools," seven in "four-year high schools," and six in
"six-year high schools*"
Five certificates were listed as valid in the grades
named on the certificate*
Although the study was based primarily on public secondary
school teaching, it was found that ten certificates were valid
-10
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DURATION MD PERIODS OT RENEWAL OE CERUNCCATES
The requirements concerning previous experience for each
certificate issued by the states and the District of Columbia
are shown in Table III. It was found that 134 regular certifi-
cates were available to teachers of business subjects. Of
these, three required two and one-half months of business ex-
perience. Three certificates required six months of previous
teaching experience, one required nine months of experience,
and one required eighteen months of experience. Tvjo certifi-
cates required twenty-four months of experience, one required
thirty, and two required forty months. Three certificates
required forty-five months; one required from forty-five to
sixty months of experience. Tz/o required forty-eight and one
required ninety months of experience.
Thirty-nine certificates required from one to fourteen
years of experience. Three required one year; one from one to
two years. Eive certificates required two years of experience
and one required from tv70 to six years of experience. Three
years were required for eleven certificates, and four years of
experience were required for two certificates. One certificate
required from four to five years of experience; eight, five
years; two, six years. One certificate required seven to
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TABLE III: REIiriREI'.CSIIPS OF jTBFERIENCS
DTJRATION AFD PERIODS OF REITEV/AL OF CERTIFICATES*
State and Experience Duration Periods









X X 8 8
Professional
Class B Temporary
X X 3 6
Certificate z X 3 Hon-renew-
able
.^IZONA
Secondary X X 4 6








0 0 2 5
Life Diploma
S-oecial Sec. Cred.
48 0 Life mm mm
in Cornel Education
Special Sec. Life Vv
0 2 5




State Graduate Temp, 0 0 5 5
State Graduate Life 45 0 Life --
State Special Temu, 0 0 5 5
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Limited Secondary 0 0 3 Hon-renewo
Permanent Secondary 0 3 Life —
Special Commercial 0 0 3 Hon-renew*




0 0 3 3
DISTRICT OP COLLHIBIA^
License :CE (Jr. High) 0 0 Life
License ICEY (Jr. High) 0 0 Life —
License ZCJT (Sr. High) 0 0 Life —
FLORIDA
Graduate 0 0 5 5
Post Graduate 0 1 10 10
Advanced Post Graduate 0 1 10 10
Provisional Graduate
GEORGIA




0 0 3 3
High School
Professional Life Pour






0 0 3 3
High School
Professional Life Five




State High School 0 0 5 5
State High School Life 0 5 Life

TABLE III: (Continued)















School 0 Life «-
Limited State Special 0 0 4 4
Life State Special 0 4® Life
INDIANA
First G-rade High School
License 0 0 5 5




Hi^ School License 0 0 5 5
Life Special High
School License 0 Life «...
IONA
Standard Secondary 0 0 5 5
Standard Sec, Life 0 5 Life —
Advanced Secondary 0 0 5 5
Advanced Sec, Life 0 5 Life —
—
KLAliSAS
Three Year High School 0 0 3 3
Life High School 0 2 Life —
T’wO Year Special 0 0 2 2
Life Specie.! 0 2 Life ——
ICSlvTUCKY
Provisional High
School 0 0 4 4




State and Experience Duration Peii ods of





Class lA Professional 0 0 Life
Class IB Professional 0 5 Life
Class IC Professional 0 5 Life —
Class IIA High School 0 0 Life —








Term 0 0 3 3
OCHIGAN
State Secondary:
Provisional 0 0 5 Non-renev7.
Permanent 0 3^ Life —
—
IHNNESOTA
High Sch. Std, G-en. 0 0 2 5
H. S. Std. Cen, Life 0 5 Life --
H. S, Std, Special 0 0 2 5
H. S. Std. Spec. Life 0 5 Life —
H. S. Advanced General 0 0 2 5
H. S. Advanced Gen. Life 0 5 Life
MISSISSIPPI
Professional License
(Class A) 0 0 Life •••
Ln;ssouKr
Five Year High School 0 0 5 5





State and Ex'oerience Duration Periods of





Temporary Secondary 0 0 1 Non-renew*
Six Year Sec. State 9 0 6 6
Secondary Life 0 4-5 Life —
rTSBRASKA
Secondary School:
Initial 0 0 5 5
Provisional 0 1 5 5
Professional 0 3 Life —
KS7ADA
High School 0 0 4-5 4-5
High School Life





0 0 1-2 1 (once)





Limited High School 0 3 time unused
Permanent High School 3 Life —
Business Education 0 3 Only for
time unused
TO IvISXECO
Eive Year High School 0 0 5 3





















0 0 10 Non-renew*




High School Teacher’s 0 0 5 5
Graduate Secondary
NORTH DAKOTA




0 0 3 3
sional Life 18 0 Life
OHIO
Provisional High Sch* Ov,
/S4^
0 4 4
Professional High Sch. 0 8 8
Permanent High School /40^ 0 Life —
Provisional Snecial 0 0 4 4
Professional Special /24J/40K
0 8 8
Permanent Special 0 Life •••
OKLAHOILA
Life High School 0 0 Life —
OREGON
One Year High School 0 0 1 5
Five Year High School 6 0 5 5




0 0 3 3
College 0 3 Life •••
*
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TABLE III: (Continued)






Provisional 0 0 1 1
Professional
Limited Provisional
0 5 5 5
Certificate Valid
in Com’l Subjects X 1 1
Life Professional 0 /lO^ Life “
Substitute Teachers To experienced 50 days X
teachers only annually
SOUTH CAROLINA




0 2-6 5 5
Certificate
Permanent Professional!
0 7-12 7 7
Certificate 0 14 Continu- --
ous
SOUTH DAKOTA











Professional High Sch, 0 0 Life —
TEXAS
Temporary High School 0 0 4 or 6 1
Permanent High School 0 0 Life
UTAH






















0 0 1 1
Standard 0 2 5 5
VIRGINIA
Collegiate 0 0 4 Non-renew,
Collegiate Professional 0 0 10 10
V.^ASHINGTON
Temporary Secondary 0 0 1 Non-renew,
Three Year Secondary 0 0 3 Non-renew,
Six Year Standard 0 2 6 6
V/EST VERGINIA
Provisional High Sch, 0 0 1 1
First Class High Sch, 0 0 5 5^






0 0 1 1
License 0 2 Life --
V/YOMING
High School 0 0 3 Non-renew.
Life High School 0 3
in Wyo,
Life
*Requirements very similar f 2 years in Indiana
to Brewing ton-Berg and llartin g 3 years in Michigan
studies: comparison not con- h In addition to Provisional
sidered necessary i In addition to Professional
a Information not obtainable j In addition Prov* Special
b Business Experience k In addition to Prof, Special
c Teaching Experience in addi-1 In addition to Professional
bion to business experience m 45 months in South Dakota
d In process of ^revision n Renev/able twice
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thirteen years of experience; one, nine years; one, ten years,
and one required fourteen years of experience.
One certificate, the substitute teacher’s certificate in
Rhode Island, was issued to experienced teachers only. No
*
experience was required for sixty-seven of the certificates
available to business teachers. Information was unobtainable
for seven certificates.
It was found that seven states specified that some of the
experience required for certificates be gained in the state in
which certification was sought. Illinois required that an
applicant for certification show evidence of four years’ experi-
ence in that state for the Life State High School and the Life
State Special certificates. The State of Indiana required that
five years’ experience be gained in that state for the Life
High School License and the Life Special High School License.
Three years’ experience within the State of Michigan was re-
quired for the State Secondary Permanent Certificate. Similar-
ly, Nevada required that twenty-four months of the candidate’s
experience be within the state in order to qualify for the
High School Life Diploma. The State of New Mexico specified
that forty-five of the ninety months’ experience be within the
state. Porty-five months’ experience was required for the
Permanent High School Certificate in the State of South Dakota.
The State of \7yoming stated that three years of experience
within the state was required for the High School Life Certi-
ficate
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The duration of the certificates listed in Table III shov^^s
that the certificates vjere valid from one year to life. Sight
of the certificates were valid for one year; one for one to
two years; none for two years. Seventeen of the certificates
were valid for three years; eight for four years; one for four
to five years and one for four or six years. Tv;enty-two of
the certificates v/ere valid for five years; three for six years;
three for seven years end three for eight years. Five certifi-
cates were found to be valid for ten years. Two certificates
of a permanent nature viere found to be valid continuously, al-
though the certification documents did not state specifically
that they were life certificates. The present study revealed
that fifty life certificates were available to business teachers .
One certificate v/as listed as being valid for only fifty days
annually. Of the 154 regular certificates available to busi-
ness teachers fifty, or 37.3 per cent, v/ere found to be valid
for life.
Table HI shows for how long a period of time the various
certificates could be renewed. It v;as found that eleven of the
regular certificates v/ere not renewable. Life certificates
were not considered under renewal conditions. One permanent
certificate v/as listed as being continuous and, therefore,
subject to automatic renewal. One certificate could be renewed
an unlimited number of times. There were seven certificates
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three years, Five certificates were listed as renewable every
four years; one, every four to five years; and one certificate
renev;able in four years for the first renewal and in six years
for subsequent renev/als. Tv/enty-eight certificates vjere re-
newable every five years; six, every six years and three, every
seven years. There v/ere three certificates renewable every
eight years, four every ten years. Information vjas unobtainable
for one certificate. The Limited High School and the Business
Education certificates issued by the State of New Jersey were
renewable only for the time that they were unused. The First
Class High School Certificate issued by the State of West
Virginia was renewable only twice. It v;as assumed by certifi-
cating authorities that the teacher would be eligible by the
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The study by Brewington end Berg in 1939 shov/ed that the
charges for certification ranged from fifty cents to ten dollarsj*
The study also shov.’ed that thirty-one states charged a fee for
either the initial credential or a renev/al thereof, or both.
Eleven states assessed no fee while seven states gave no in-
formation regarding fees. The states of Georgia, Michigan,
and Oklahoma charged fees only of out-of-state applicants for
certificates. The fees ranged from one to three dollars in
those states. Nevada charged three dollars for certificates
for in-state applicants and five dollars for out-of-state
applicants.
Martinis study in 1943 showed that thirty-two states re-
quired fees for certificates. The fees ranged from one dollar
to ten dollars for initial issuance and renev/al of credentials.
Eleven states and the District of Columbia made no charge for
certificates. Information was not available from five states.
In comparison v/ith the results of the Brev/ington-Berg
|
study the study by Martin shov/ed that there was an increase of ^
one state charging a fee for certification. The foe in Florida
|
was increased to three dollars for all certificates as com-
pared v/ith the range of two to three dollars found in 1939.
|
The State of Kansas charged fees of from one to three dollars I
whereas it had been noted that that information was not avail-
able in 1939. The State of Louisiana had charged a fee of two
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TABLE IV: EEES FOR CERTIFICATES
State 1939® 1943^ 1948
Alabama $2* iz. $2*
Arizona none none none
Arkansas $3-5 $3-5 $2*










Connecticut X X X
Delaware none none none
District of
Columbia none none none










Idaho $5-10 $5-10 $5 original
& renewal
$10 life
Illinois $!• $1. $1.
Indiana $1-5 $1-5 $1-5





Kansas X $1-3 $1 original
$3 renewal
Kentucky $1-2 $1-2 $1-2
Ii
' j'
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TABLE IV: 1 Continued)
State 1959® 1945^ 1946
Louisiana $2* none none
Maine X none none
Maryland X X X









Minnesota $1-5 $1-5 $1-5
Mississippi $•50-11 $1. $1 original
$1 renewal
Missouri none none none
Montana $1-6 $1-6 $1-6













New Hampshire none none none
New Jersey $5# $5. $5*
New Mexico $1. $1. ^1.
New York X X X
North Carolina none none none
North Dakota $3-5 $3-5 $3-5
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TABLE IV; ( ContInued )
State 1939^ 1943^ 1948
Oklahoma $2 non- #2 non- iZ non-
resident resident resident
Oregon #2-3 #2* #2 original
& renewal
#1 duplicate
Pennsylvania none none none
Rhode Island z z z
South Carolina none none none




Tennessee $2. #2. >2 original
>2 renewal
Texas #2« #2# ^2.




Vermont z z #1 duplicate
Virginia none none none
Washington $1. $1. 1^1.
west Virginia #1. $1. Si^1*
Wisconsin #2* #2. $2.
Wyoming $1-2 $1-2 $1-2
a Brewington and Berg study
b Martin study
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dollars in 1939 but none in 1943. Mississippi had charged
fees of fifty cents to one dollar, in 1939; all certificates
v;ere listed at one dollar in 1943. The range of fees in Nevada
in 1943 was found to be three dollars to seven dollars and
fifty cents with an additional charge of one dollar for non-
residents; in 1939 the range was from three dollars to five
dollars. The study of 1939 showed that Oregon charged from
two to three dollars but in 1943 the fee was two dollars for
all certificates. Information was not available for Utah in
1939; the fee in 1943 was one dollar for non-resident appli-
cants for certification.
The present study showed that thirty-three states or an
increase of one over 1943, charged a fee for certification.
Charges v/ere made for initial certification, renev/al or issu-
ance of duplicates of initial certificates. For eleven states
and the District of Columbia there was no fee. Information
was not obtained from four states. Table IV shows the charges
made for certificates, renewals and duplicates thereof in the
various states reporting the fees levied for certification.
A comparison of the fees charged, as given in Table IV,
showed that there has been relatively little change in the
past nine years. Arkansas certification fees ranged from
three dollars to five dollars in 1939 and 1943 but all certi-
ficates cost two dollars in 1948. In Florida the fees were
from two to three dollars in 1939; three dollars in 1943; and
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three dollars for the original in addition to a one dollar
j
registration fee according to the present study. The charge I
for renewal of certificates was found to be two dollars; for
|
an extension the fee was one dollar. In Louisiana the fee was
|
two dollars in 1939; no charge in 1943; and no charge according i
to the present study, Oregon fees ranged frora two to three
dollars in 1939; two dollars for all certificates in 1943; the
same fee was charged according to the present study. Utah
made no charge in 1939; one dollar for non-residents in 1943;
i
a charge of fifty cents for duplicate certificates v;as found to
|
be the only fee at present, Vermont, for which no information
j
was available in 1939 or 1943, charged a fee for a duplicate
I
certificate only of fifty cents. The State of Mississippi re-
ported a range in fees of fifty cents to one dollar in 1939
;
a charge of one dollar for all certificates in 1943; and a
fee of one dollar for original certificates and renewals accord-
ing to the present study. All other states and the District
of Columbia have not changed their certification fees since the
1939 study.
The official documents of the various states showed that
certification fees were charged either for examination of cre-
dentials or as necessary to defray the cost of clerical ex-
penses.
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Brewington and Berg^ defined reciprocity in their study
as follows:
Reciprocity means inter-state acceptance
of the certificates issued by the certi-
ficating agencies of the various states.
It is of particular significance with
respect to teacher mobility*
It was found in that study that six states practiced recipro-
city* Those states were Mississippi, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Vermont, Virginia and Delaware* It v/as further shown that the
State of Idaho practiced reciprocity to a certain extent* State
regulations permitted the State Board of Education to endorse
out-of-state certificates if the supply of legally qualified
teachers was exhausted* This validation v/as good only in a
specified county until the summer term follov/ing the date of
application* Hov/ever, all states accepted out-of-state college
credentials as supporting evidence for certification*
Martin’s study in 1943 revealed that reciprocity was
practiced by only three states* Idaho regulations remained the
same as reported by Brewington and Berg in 1939* The other
states practicing reciprocity v;ere reported as Tennessee and
Vermont* Martin also reported that Delaware considered out-of-
state certificates as valuable supporting evidence; and that
Utah would issue certificates to out-of-state teachers if Utah’s
\J Brewington, Ann and Evelyn Berg* ’’State Certification of
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TABLE V: STATED POLICIES
regardiM; bj* citi^filTcATiON
State 1939* 1943** 1948
Arkansas X® X No^
California X X No
Colorado X X No




Florida X X No
Georgia X X No
Idaho Yes; if Idaho
teacher supply
is exhausted
X Yes; if Idaho teach-
er supply is ex-
hausted
Illinois X X No
Kansas X X No
Kentucky X X Yes; if Kentucky
requirements are
met




Mississippi Yes X X
Montana X X Yes
North Dakota X X No
































































































TABLE V; (Continued )
State 1939* 1943** 1946
South Dakota z z z




Utah z z Yes; if requirements
equal Utah*s;prepa-
ration is the basis
of evaluation




Virginia z z z
West Virginia z z No
*Brewington-Berg Study
**Martin Study
a No statement regarding reciprocity
found in certification documents
b State regulations do not permit
acceptance of out-of-state credentials
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requirements were met, Tliis study concluded that reciprocity
of certification was not widely adopted because the various
states v^ere of the opinion that ’’the practice of reciprocity
would tend to lower certain existing state requirements by
allowing teachers of states having lower regulations. , .to teach
V
within the state,
The present study revealed that nine states practiced re-
ciprocity to a certain degree. The state regulations permit-
ted acceptance of out-of-state credentials as bases of certifi-
cation in Delaware, Kentucky, Kaine, Vermont, Tennessee and
Utah, Those states accepted out-of-state credentials if the
requirements of other states vjere equal to those of the states
mentioned. The State of Idaho recognized out-of-state certifi-
cates and issued Idaho certificates only if the supply of quali-
fied teachers v/as exhausted in that state. The State of Oregon
practiced reciprocity only if an "emergency’’ existed.
The legal certification documents definitely stated that
reciprocity was not practiced in the states of Arkansas, Colo-




A comparison of practices in reciprocity since 1959 showed
that six states practiced it in 1939, three in 1943 and nine
in 1948. Hov/ever, all the states required that their minimum
requirements be met before a certificate v^ould be issued on the
basis of an out-of-state certificate.
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Further analysis of reciprocity practices revealed that
the various states v;ere relaxing requirements in order to
obtain qualified teachers during the current teacher shortage
Viliether or not standardization of certification requirements
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Cr:iI7ER/.X ACAD'3.!IG -SDUCATION
The semester hour requirements in general academic educa-
tion specified by the states in official certification documents
i
are given in Table 71, The subjects required are listed under
the following headings: English, history, social sciences,
general psychology, health and education, human adjustment,
humanities, philosophy, language, science and mathematics, art
and music. Semester hour credits are shov;n for each subject
or field as required by the states. Y/here the states indicated
merely that the applicant for certification should have had a
well-rounded program of general education that fact is noted
under the heading "Standard Curriculum.” No semester hour
requirements are shown in that general category.
Thirty-five of the states, including the District of
Columbia, stated that teachers should have had sufficient pre-
paration in general education. The Stats of Iowa, ho’vever, did
state that the general education program should include adequ-
ate preparation in English, history, social sciences, health
and physical education, science and math, and the fine arts.
In addition to the general education program it v;ss required
by the State of Nebraska that a course of tv/o semester hours
of credit be presented in Physiology and Eygisne. It was
found that the State of Oklahoma required a tv;o semester hour
course in agriculture. However, on option to satisfy the re-
quirement by submitting to an examination in the subject was

TABLE VI; SMESTER^HOUR RSOHIIlEIMEaTTS
IN GEN]B3^ ^mCA'JldN ^SINBSS "^SACTTffPS





























Alabama 12 6 6 3 6
Arizona X







Florida 6 X X X X X X
Georgia^ K X X X X
Idaho X
Illinois 4-8 6 2-4 6 6
Indiana X
Iowa X X X X X X I®
Kansas I X X X X X
iOa. 'a'a w''*7Li^. w.'.. '«.'’ua Ha* i.il**.i^i.!-./iSLv t cr
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Mississippi 12 12 4 12
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Oregon 16 16 n^/fe 4
Pennsylvania X
Rhode Island X
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a Including a course in Safety
b To be equal to approximately half of the toted credit
in academic fields
c To include subjects Indicated
d Total of 40 hours
e Total; 26 2/3 semester hours
f Total: 27 semester hours from 3 of the areas indicated
g To include a 2-semester-hour course in Physiology and
Hygiene
h Oklahoma History
i To include a 2-semester-hour course in Agriculture; or
examination
j General Math: 3 semester hours; Biology and Physical
Science: 12 semester hours
k 6 2/3 semester hours in each field and a course in Safety
1 To include 10 semester hours in contemporary social
problems
Two semester hours of speech included
Science or Math; combination of the two not accepted
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offered. The State of 7/ashington made no statement regarding
the total number of semester hours required in general educa-
tion but did state that the program should include ten semester
hours of credit in a course called Contemporary Social Problems.
It v;as found that sixteen states required credit in the
subject of English, including vjritten and oral composition.
Eleven states specified the number of semester hours of credit,
ranging froxm four to sixteen semester hours. Illinois required
from four to eight hours of credit; Florida, six; and Oklahoma
,
six to eight hours of credit. Ten hours’ credit Y/as specified
by 7fest Virginia and ten and tYJO-thirds by the State of Kentucky
The fractional part of a semester hour in the letter state’s re-
quirement Y/as the result of conversion of quarter hours to sem-
ester hours. The States of Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi, Mev/
Jersey and South Carolina required tv/elve hours of preparation.
The highest requirement of sixteen semester hours v/as found to
be required by the State of Oregon. Speech v/as specif icallj?'
indicated by the Stats of West Virginia as part of the prepara-
tion in English.
A course, or courses, in history v/as required by four state
and not considered as part of the general area of social sci-
ences. A course of six semester hours’ credit v/ss required by
iU.abama v/hile Oklahoma specified that the history was to be
six hours of credit in Oklahoma History. The other tv/o states,
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Preparation in the area of social sciences Vi/as reouiiTed by
fifteen states. Seven of those states merely stated that prepa-
iration was required. Specific semester hour requirements ranged
from sis to sixteen semester hours. Alabama and Illinois indica-
ted that six hours’ credit in social sciences v;as required.
Five states, .Arkansas, Mississippi, New Jersey, South Carolina
and V/est Virginia, assigned a credit requirement of twelve sem-
ester hours, v/hile Oregon required sixteen hours.
Analysis of certification documents showed that only tv;o
states required general psychology as part of the general educa-
tion preparation. Both Alabama and Arkansas indicated that
three semester hours of credit in this course v/ere to be offered
Jby a candidate for certification,
i;
Bleven states required some preparation in health and
physical education. The State of Illinois required two to four
hours of credit and the states of Kentucky and South Carolina re-
quired three semester hours of credit in this area. Four semes-
ter hours were required by Mississippi and six hours by Arkansas.
The preparation in the latter state was to include a course in
I
safety.
' The State of Florida required preparation in the field of
Human .Adjustment, It VJas stated that this field would include
health, physical education, psychology, religion, logic, ethics,
nutrition, problems of living in home and family, and community
living. The total number of hours was not specified. In addi-
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tion Florida also required preparation in the field of humani-
ties* It was stated that this field would include study in
such areas as constructive design and fine arts, skills in
music, music appreciation, personal and family living. Three
other states also required preparation in the field of humani-
ties. The states of G-eorgia and Utah indicated that an appli-
cant should have preparation in that field but did not assign
a specific number of credit hours. Hovjever, the State of
Illinois required six semester hours in the field of humanities.
Credit in philosophy was required by one state. Kentucky
required a course in philosophy but made no statement regarding
the number of semester hours of preparation.
Tivo states indicated that foreign languages were to be part
of the program of general education. The two states, Kentucky
and liissouri, did not state the number of semester hours of
preparation. Missouri indicated that tv^enty-seven hours* prepa-
ration in general academic education v;as required of vjhich a
foreign language could be a part.
Pre-service credit in science and mathematics was required
by fifteen states. The range in semester hours required was
from six to fifteen. Two states. South Carolina and V/est Vir-
ginia, divided the combination into separate credit totals. The
fifteen hours* total required by South Carolina was divided
into three semester hours of general mathematics and twelve
hours of biology and physical science. In the State of V/est
4
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Virginia credit was to be offered in one subject or the other;
no combination v;as allowed. Of the remaining thirteen states
|
six required from six to twelve hours of credit. Alabama, Illi-j
nois and New Jersey required six hours of credit; Arkansas and
Mississippi required twelve hours of credit. By converting
j
quarter hours into semester hours it v/as shovm that Oregon re-
1
quired eleven and one-third hours of credit in science and
j
mathematics. The seven remaining states did not specify the ‘
number of credits to be earned in this area.
It v;as found that some states did not treat art and music
as part of a more general field of humanities but rather as
single subjects or a combination of the two subjects. Seven
states required credit in art and music. Arkansas required
three semester hours; Oregon, four; and. South Carolina, six
hours of credit in art and music. Nour states, Florida, Iowa,
Kansas and Kentucky did not specify the number of semester hours
of credit to be offered in this area.
The State of Utah required six and two-thirds semester
hours of credit in English, social sciences, health and physical
education, humanities and science and mathematics. In addition
that state also required a course in safety as part of the
general education program.
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SPECI/lIZZED PRiTPiRATION
A comparative analysis of ttie amount of specialized prepa-
ration required in order to teach business education subjects
on the various certificates issued by the states is presented
in Table 711, Comparison of present requirements v/as made v/ith
those found by Brewington and Berg in 1939 and by Martin in
1943. Semester hours of preparation vjere stated in terms of
majors, minors, sub-minors or total number of hours of prepara-
tion required.
In 1939 Brevv’ington and Berg found that tv^elve semester
hours of preparation in the business area were required for
five certificates. Tv;elve to eighteen hours were required for
one certificate and tv/elve to twenty-one for one certificate.
Two credentials required fifteen hours of preparation. Two
certificates specified from sixteen to twenty hours of credit
in business education. Pour certificates required eighteen
hours and one required from eighteen to twenty-four hours of
credit. Three certificates required twenty hours. Tv/enty-four
hours of credit were required for issuance of a certificate in
ten cases; thirty hours were required in eight. T\vo certifi-
cates required thirty-three hours; four required thirty-six and
tv;o required forty hours of credit in business education. One
certificate specified forty-two hours and one specified forty-
three and one-third hours of credit. Three credentials requir-
ed forty-six hours; two, forty-seven hours; four, forty-eight
11
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TABLE VH: total SEMESTER HOURS OF






Class A Secondary Maj 38, Min 18 Maj 38, Min 18 Ma3 38, Min 18
Professional Sub-Min 12 Sub-Min 12 Sub-Min 12
Class B Secondary Maj 38, Min 18 Maj 38, Min 18 Maj 38, Min 18
Professional Sub-Min 12 Sub-Min 12 Sub-Min 12
Class B Temporary Maj 38, Min 18
Certificate Sub-Min 12
Class C Secondary Maj 38, Min 18 Maj 38, Min 12
Professional Sub-Min 12 Sub-Min 12
ARIZONA
Secondary Maj 24, Min 15 Maj 24, Min 15 Maj 24, Min 15
Special Commercial 30 30 30
ARKANSAS
High School z 32® 27®
CALIFORNIA
General Secondary
Credential Maj 24, Min 12 Ma5 24, Min 12 Maj 24, Min 12
General Secondary
Life Diploma 24, Min 12 Maj 24, Min 12 Maj 24, Min 12
Special Sec. Cred.
In Com*l Educ. 33 33 33
Special Sec. Life
Cred. in Com’l
Education 35 33 33
COLORADO
State Graduate Temp. z z z
State Graduate Life z z z
State Special Temp* 16—20 16-20 16-20
State Special Life 16-20 16-20 16-20
CONNECTICUT
Limited Secondary z z z
Permanent Secondary z z z
Special Commercial z 6 each subj* 6 each subj*
Permanent Special
Commercial z 6 each subj* 6 each subj*
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TABLE VH: (Continued )
State and Total Semester Hour s




Com’l Branches 42 42 42
DISTRICT or COLOMBIA
License XI (JH) MaJ MaJ Maj
License XIY(JH) Maj or Min MaJ or Min MaJ or Min
License XVI (SH) Maj or Min MaJ or Min MaJ or Min
FLORIDA










Advanced Post. Grad. 30
Provisional Grad. 30
GEORGIA















Year High School 24 24
IDAHO
State High School X X 6 each subj.
State High School Life X X 6 each subJ*
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School Maj 16 Maj 16 Maj 32, Min 16
Life State High —
School Maj 16 Maj 16 Maj 32, Min 16
Limited State
Special 36
Life State Special 46 46 46
INDIANA
First Grade High
School License E4 in Option 24 in Option 24 in Option
I or n I or H I or n
Life High School
License 24 24 24
First Grade SpecieJ
Hi^ School Lie* 48 48 48
Life Special High
School License 48 48 48
I0V7A
Standard Secondary Maj 15, Min 10 Maj 15, Min 10 Maj 15, Min 10
Standard Sec. Life Maj 15, Min 10 Maj 15, Min 10 Maj 15, Min 10
Advanced Secondary Maj 15, Min 10 Maj 15, Min 10 Maj 15, Min 10
Advanced Sec. Life Maj 15, Min 10 Maj 15, Min 10 Maj 15, Min 10
KANSAS
Three Year High
School X z z
Life High School z z z
Two Year Special 40 40 40
Life Special 40 40 40
iaENTUCKY
Provisional High
School 46 46 48
Standard High
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Class lA Professional 12 12 12
Class IB Professional 12 12 12
Class IC Professional 12 12 12
Class HA High School 12 12 12





Commercial Subjects 30 30 30
MASSACHUSETTS
Term Maj 18, Min 9 Maj 18, Min 9 Maj 18, Min 9
IIECHIGAN
State Secondary:
Provisional Maj 24, Min 15 Maj 24, Min 15 Maj 24 Min 15
Permanent Maj 24, Min 15 Maj 24, Min 15 Maj 24 Min 15
MINNESOTA
High School Stand-
ard General X 12 12
H* S. Standard
General Life X 12 12
H« S* Standard
Special 30 30 30
H* S* Standard
Special Life 30 30 30
E* S* Advanced
General 30 12 12
H* S. Advanced
General Life 30 30 30
MISSISSIPPI
Professional License
(Class A) 30 30 30
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TABLE VH: (Continued)
State and Total Semester Hours
Certificate 1939* 1943** 1948
iCCSSOURI
One Year High School
Academic
Five Year High School
X
Maj 24, 24 (Part-time 24 (Part-time
Min 15 15) 15)
Life High School Maj 24, 24 (Part-time 24 (Part-time
Min 15 15) 15)
MONTANA
Teii5)orary Secondary Maj 24- Min^ Maj 24- Min Maj 24- Min
(or 32) (or 32) (or 32)
Six Year Secondary
State Maj 24- Min Mai 24- Min MaJ 24- Min
(or 32) (or 32) (or 32)
Secondary Life Maj 24- Min Maj 24- Min Maj 24- Min
(or 32) (or 32) (or 32)
NEBRASKA
Secondary School:
Initial 20 15° 15®
Provisional 20 15®
Professional 20 15® 15®
NEVADA
High School X X 24
High School Life
Diploma X X 24
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Irade A Secondary
2/5 of 120 2/5 of 120 2/5 of 120License
Grade A Secondairy
Certificate 2/5 of 120 2/5 of 120 2/5 of 120
NEV/ JERSEY
Limited High School 30 30 30
Permanent High School 54 54 54
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Five Year High School Maj 24, Min 15 Maj 24, Min 15 Maj 24,
Min 15





Special Subjects 36 36 36
Teacher’s Permanent
Certificate for
Special Subjects 36 36 36
NORTH CAROLINA
High School Teacher’s 36 30 30
Graduate Secondary 42 42
NORTH DAKOTA
First Grade Profes-
sional z z Maj or Min
First Grade Profes-
sional Life z z Maj or Min
OHIO
Provisional High Sch* Maj 45, Min 20 20^ 20f
Professional High Sch. Maj 45, Min 20 20a 20jPermanent Hi^ Sch. Maj 45, Min 20 20^ 20^
Provisional Spec* Maj 45, Min 20 45 45
Professional Spec* Maj 45, Min 20 45 45
Permanent Special Maj 45, Min 20 45 45
OKLAHOMA
Life High School 24 24 24
OREGON
One Year High Sch. Maj or Min Maj Or Min Maj or Min
Five Year High Sch* Maj or Min Maj or Min Maj or Min
Life State High Sch* Maj or Min Maj or Min Maj or IIUtl
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State and Total Semester Hours
Certificate 1939’^ 1943** 1948
PENNSYLVANIA '
Prov*l College 18 30 30
Perm, Prof11 Coll. 18 30 30
RHODE ISLAND





Com*l Subjects Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory
Specialization Specialization Specializaticn
Life Professional Part of 800CH; Part of 800CH; Part of 80005
Advanced Study Advanced Study Advanced Studj


















High Sch, General Maj 24-Min 15 Maj 24-iiiin 15 Maj 24-Min IE
High Sch. Special Maj 24-Min 15 Maj 24-Min 15 Maj 24-Min IE
Perm, High Sch.
TENNESSEE




Temp. High Sch, z z z
Perm. High Sch. z z z
Perm, Spec, Com’l 24 or 6-18 with 24 or 6-18 with 24 or 6-18
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State and Total Semester Hours
Certificate 1939”^ 1943’^* 1948
[JTAH
Secondary School Maj 20-Min 12 Maj 20-Mln 12 Maj 30-Min 18
Spec# First Class
Cert, in Typing
and Shorthand 43 1/3 40
7ERM0NT
ligh School Profes-
sional Probationary X X X
ligh School Profes-
sional Standard X X X
mCINIA
Collegiate X 36® 36®
Collegiate Profes-
sional X 36® 36®
VASEINGTON
Temporary Secondary Maj 24-Min 12 Maj 24-Min 12 Maj 20-Min 10
Three Year Second# Maj 24-Min 12 Maj 24-Min 12 Maj 20- MinlO
Six Year Standard Maj 24-Min 12 Maj 24-Min 12 Maj 20-Min 10
f/EST VIRGINIA
Provisional High Sch 18 18 18
First Class H# S# 24 24 24
Life First Class H#S. 24 24 24
VISCONSIN
Special Commercial
License 47 30 30
Life Special Com-
mercial License 47 30 30
mnroMiNG
High School 15 15 15
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a Two semester hours may be deducted for each high school
unit in typewriting or shorthand; maximum deduction is
four hours*
b Number of hours for minor not stated for any of the
certificates
c One full year in business college may be accepted in
lieu of this requirement but will not be accepted as
part of college years
d Applicant must present 20 semester hours in bookkeeping
and socio-business subjects or 9 semester hours in
stenography or 9 semester hours in bookkeeping
e Evidence of a speed of 100 words a minute in shorthand
may reduce requirements 12 semester hours and evidence
of 50 words a minute in typing may reduce requirements
6 semester hours
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hours. One certificate specified a total of fifty-four hours
of preparation in the field of business education.
The requirements for forty-nine certificates were stated
in terms of raajor and minor preparation. One certificating
agency stated that, for one certificate, an applicant must
present preparation in a major field of business education.
For five certificates either major or minor preparation v/as
required. A major of fifteen semester hours and a minor of
ten semester hours were required for four certificates. For
two certificates a major of sixteen hours was required. A
major of eighteen and a minor of nine hours v;ere required for
one certificate. One certificate required a major of tvjenty
and a minor of tv/elve hours. A major in business education of
twenty-four hours was required for tv;o certificates; a major
of twenty-four and a minor (or a total of thirty-two credits)
were required for three certificates. Five certificates speci-
fied a major of twenty-four and a minor of tvjelve hours; ten
certificates specified a major of twenty-four hours and a
minor of fifteen. A major of thirty-eight, a minor of eighteen
and a sub-minor of tv/elve hours v/ere required for the issuance
of three certificates. Six certificates were issued on the
basis of a major of forty-five hours and a minor of twenty.
The State of Rhode Island required ’'satisfactory specialization
for the issuance of the Limited Provisional Certificate Valid
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Rhode Island required 800 clock hours of undergraduate work
and advanced study. The State of Texas required twenty-four
hours of preparation for the Permanent Special Commercial
Certificate or six to eighteen hours of preparation with three
years of successful teaching experience.
Martin* s study in 1943 revealed that for two certificates
six semester hours of credit in each subject were required for
certification in business education. light certificates re-
quired tvjelve hours; one required from twelve to eighteen
hours; and one required tv;elve to twenty-one hours of credit.
Fifteen hours of credit in business education vjere required for
the issuance of five certificates; sixteen to twenty hours for
two certificates. Tv;o certificates specified eighteen hours am
three required twenty hours of credit. T\':enty-four hours of
credit v;ere required for fourteen certificates and two required
twenty-four hours for full-time teachers, fifteen for part-time
teachers. Tivelve certificates required thirty hours of prepa-
ration. Thirty-two hours of preparation vjere required for one
certificate; thirty-three for two certificates and thirty-six
for five certificates. Three certificates specified forty
hours; two, forty-tv;o; three forty-five and three, forty-six.
Forty-eight hours of preparation v/ere required for four certi-
ficates and one certificate specified fifty-four semester hours
of business education preparation.
Martinis study also shovjed that several certificates were
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certificate v/as based on major preparation in business educa-
tion and five on major or minor preparation in business educa-
tion, Jour certificates specified a major of fifteen and a
minor of ten semester hours. One certificate required a major
of sixteen hours, A major of eighteen hours and a minor of
nine semester hours were required for the issuance of one
certificate. One certificate required a major of tvjenty and a
minor of twelve semester hours. One certificate was issued on
the basis of a major of twenty-four hours in business educa-
tion, Three certificates required a major of twenty-four hours
and a minor (or a total of thirty-tv/o semester hours) in busi-
ness education. Jive certificates required a major of twenty-
four and a minor of twelve hours; eight certificates, a major
of twenty-four and a minor of fifteen hours. Three certificates
specified a major of thirty-eight, a minor of eighteen, and a
sub-minor of twelve hours. The State of Rhode Island stated
that "satisfactory specialization" vras required for the issu-
ance of the Limited Provisional Certificate Valid in Commercial
Subjects, Jor the Life Professional Certificate Rhode Island
required 800 clock hours of undergraduate study and advanced
study.
The study by Martin also showed that the State of Arkansas
allowed a deduction of tv/o semester hours for each high school
unit in typewriting or shorthand v;ith a maximum total deduction
of four semester hours. The State of Nebraska stated that one
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full year in a business college would be accepted in lieu of
the recuirement of fifteen seiaester hours in business educa-
tion required for the three certificates. However, the option
was not acceptable as part of the total number of college
years of preparation required. The State of Ohio required thaw
an applicant present twenty semester hours in bookkeeping and
socio-business subjects or nine semester hours in either the
stenographic field or the booklceeping field. Evidence of a
speed of 100 words a minute in shorthand to reduce requirements
by tw/elve semester hours and evidence of a speed of fifty
words a minute in typing to reduce requirements in typewriting
by six semester hours were allowed by the State of Virginia.
The present study found that the requirements in business
education preparation necessary?' for issuance of certificates
ranged from presentation of a "major in business education"
to a total of fift37--four hours of credit in the field. Hour
certificates were issued on the basis of six semester hours of
credit in each subject in which certification w/as sought.
Twelve houms of credit were required for eight certificates;
fifteen hours for five certificates; and sixteen to twenty
hours for two certificates. T\7o certificates required eighteer
hours and three reo.uired twenty hours of credit. Twenty-four
hours of credit in business education v;ere required for four-
teen certificates. For two certificates tvjent3r-four hours
v.’ere required for full-time teachers and fifteen hours for
'to rr.u "ococ^, tr; 'iaeolci/r' 3 nl c--* al/jt
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part-time teachers. One certificate specified twenty-seven
hoars. Thirty hours v;sre required for sixteen certificates.
The state of South Carolina required from thirty-one and
one-half to thirty-nine hours for each of four certificates.
Thirty-three hours of credit Y/ere specified for two credentials
thirt37--six for six; and forty for tv/o certificates. T\70 certi-
ficates were issued on the basis of forty-tvjo hours of prepara-l
tion in business education; three on the basis of forty-five
hours and one on the basis of forty-six hours of preparation.
Forty-eight credits v/ere required for si^i: certificates and
fifty-four for one certificate.
Thirty-seven certificates were issued on the basis of
major, minor and sub-minor areas of specialization. Major pre
paration was required for one certificate. One certificate
specified either a major or a minor in business education.
Four certificates were issued on the basis of a major of fifteejh
and a minor of ten hours in business education. A major of
eighteen semester hours and a minor of nine hours were required!
for the issuance of one certificate; a major of tYientj and a
minor of ten hours for three certificates. A major of tv/enty-
four and a minor (or a total of thirty-tvjo semester hours) were
req^uired for three certificates; a major of twenty-four and a
minor of twelve for two certificates; a major of twenty-four
and a minor of fifteen hours for eight certificates. One certi
ficate viQS issued on the basis of a major of thirty and a
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thirtj’‘-two and a minor of sixteen hours were required for tv;o
certificates. Three certificates were issued on the basis of
a major of thirty-eight, a minor of eighteen, and a sub-minor
of twelve hours in business education. As was the case in
1939 and in 1943, the State of Rhode Island required ’’satis-
factory specialization” in business education for the issuance
of the Limited Provisional Certificate Valid in Commercial
Subjects. In addition, the Life Professional Certificate was
issued on the basis of 800 clock hours of undergraduate prepa-
ration and advanced study in the field.
It was found that a deduction of two semester hours for
each high school unit in typewriting and shorthand v/as allowed
by the State of Arkansas. The maximum deduction was four hours
A full year in a business college vjas accepted in lieu of the
fifteen hours of preparation required for the three certifi-
cates issued by that state to business teachers. The full
year of business college preparation v/as not accepted as part
of the total number of years of college required for certifica-
tion. An applicant for certification was required to present
tv/enty hours in boolckeeping and socio-business subjects or nine
semester hours in either the stenographic field or the book-
keeping field. The State of Virginia allowed a deduction of
tvvelve semester hours in the total number of semester hours re-
quired if an applicant presented evidence of a speed of 100
v;ords a minute in shorthand; a deduction of six semester hours
' if evidence of a speed of fifty words a minute in typevn?iting
T1.-, ^
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Table VIII shows the semester hoar requirements for certi--
fioation in technical business subjects. The skill subjects
listed are typewriting, shorthand, bookkeeping, business
machines and secretarial science.
An analysis of state certification documents revealed that
sixteen of the forty-eight states (and the District of Colum-
bia) made specific requirements regarding preparation in tech-
nical business subjects.
Fourteen states, or 28.5 per cent, indicated that some
pre-service preparation was required in typewriting. Twelve
states mentioned specifically the number of semester hours,
ranging from three to six hours of credit. The median was
found to be five semester hours. The states of Alabama and
Florida were found to require credit but did not specify the
number of semester hours. The State of Florida required credit
in typev/riting with one year of preparation beyond an intro-
ductory course. The State of New York also required typevjrit-
ing credit of four to six semester hours beyond an introductory
course of tvjo semester hours of credit.
Pre-service preparation was required by fourteen states,
or 28.5 per cent, in the skill subject of shorthand. The
states of Alabama and Florida required preparation in short-
hand but did not specify the number of credits. The remaining
states required from four to twelve semester hours of credit
in shorthand. The average was found to be 8.3 semester hours
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Alabama K® K 6-12 8-12
Arkansas 6 6 6
California 15 K 15
Colorado 5 1/3 8 8 2 2/3
Florida :(eb 6
Kentucky 8 13 1/3
Louisiana 6 9 12
New Jersey 4 6 9 4
New York 4-6® 8-10° 6-16® 2-4®
Obio^ 3-5 6-9 9 K
Oklahoma 4-6 4-6 4-6
Pennsylvania 6 9 12 3
South Carolina® 3 12 9 3
Tennessee 6 6 6
Virginia 6^ 12® 12
West Virginia 4 8 6 3
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a Subject named in certification regulations but no semester
hour requirement given
b One year of advanced work beyond introductory courses
c Advanced work; presupposes 2 semester hours in elementary
courses
d To be included in 20-45 semester-hour total in business
education subjects
e To be included in 19f-27 semester-hour total in general
business education
f Or evidence that a speed of 50 words a minute has been
attained
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of credit. The State of Florida indicated that the work v^as
to bo done in a course "of at least one year’s length beyond
the introductory courses." ITev/ York also required that the
vjork be of an advanced nature. Only one state, Virginia,
offered the alternative of evidence that a speed of 100 words
a minute had been attained in shorthand in place of the re-
quired twelve semester hours of credit.
Sixteen states, or 32.6 per cent, required from tvjo to
sixteen semester hours of preparation in bookkeeping or account
ing. In New York it was presupposed that the preparation
would be in advanced courses in addition to two semester hours
of preparation in elementary courses. The average number of
semester hours of credit required was found to be 9.2 semester
hours.
Specific credit in business machines was required by the
State of Colorado. It was found that two and tv;o-thirds
semester hours of credit were required. The State of Calif-
ornia required credit in business machines as part of the
total requirement in secretarial practice.
Pre-service credit in secretarial science or secretarial
practice was required by nine states. The range was found to
be from tv;o to fifteen semester hours v;ith an average require-
ment of 6.7 semester hours. The State of Ohio required "credit
in secretarial science while Nev/ York specified that the work
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Abstracts from the states* certification documents con-
cerning requirements in technical business subjects are pre-
sented on pages 1S4: and 125 • In Table VIII only those states
that indicated specific credit in one or more of the techni-
cal business subjects were included.
It was found that some of the states gave credit for high
school v/ork in the technical business subjects. Generally the
states granted a deduction from the number of semester hours
required in their certification regulations. The State of
Arkansas allowed a deduction of two semester hours for high
school units earned in shorthand and typewriting. Deductions
were not to exceed a total of four semester hours. The State
of Kansas allov7ed a deduction of two semester hours in type-
writing and in shorthand but not in bookkeeping. The State of
Oklahoma allowed a maximum deduction of four semester hours in
shorthand and typewriting provided that the applicant proved
his efficiency and completed t?;o semester hours of v7ork in each
subject in a teacher-preparation institution.
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Semester-Hour Requirements For
Certification in Technical Business Subjects
Connecticut: Six semester hours in each subject
in which certification is desired
Idaho
:
Six semester hours in specific
subjects to be taught
Indiana: A total of E4 semester hours in
business education to include the





Thirty hours total in typevjriting,
shorthand, bookkeeping, secretarial
practice and other subjects commonly
taught in this field (business)
Hichigan: Major—24 hours; Minor—15 hours
in the field (business)
Minnesota: Tivelve semester hours "with special
training" in the subject taught;
thirty hours for special certifi-
cate
Mississippi: At least six hours in the subject
taught. Five may be vjaived in the




Work in the subjects of typewriting,
shorthand, bookkeeping and secretari-
al practice
North Carolina: Individual certification in type-
writing, shorthand and bookkeeping
in which nine semester hours of cred-
it are presented.
North Dakota: 21 1/5 semester hours in the field
of "commerce"
South Dakota: At least 15 semester hours in speci-
fic subjects to be taught
Texas At least 6 semester hours in specific
subject to be taught
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RELATED TECIR-HC^JL BUSI1^T3SS SUBJECTS
State requirements in related technical business subjects
are shovm in Table Ei. Semester-hour requirements are sho\m
for the basic subjects in this are© as indicated by certifica-
tion documents used in the present study.
Six states required from two to four semester hours of
credit in salesmanship. The State of Colorado required tvjo
hours of credit in the subject vi/hile Ohio, Pennsylvania and
West Virginia required three hours of credit. Four credits
in the subject were required by the States of New Jersey and
South Dakota,
Credit in introductory or elementary business was required
by three states. New Jersey and Pennsylvania indicated that
three hours of credit were necessary and South Carolina stated
that a course in introduction to business was required. No
statement of credit hours was given hj South Carolina
o
Fourteen states indicated that credit in business law was
required. Arkansas required tv/o hours of credit and West
Virginia specified three. The State of New York assigned from
four to six credits in business law; Colorado specified five
hours of credit. The states of New Jersey and Pennsylvania
required six semester hours of credit in that subject. The re-
maining eight states did not make a specific credit requirement
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TABLE EC; CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
IN RELATED TECHNICAL BUSINESS SUBJECTS
SUBJECT
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Alabama^ X X X X X X X X
Arizona
Arkansas , 2 2 2
California® X X X X
Colorado®
Connecticut®

























New Jersey^ 4 3 6 6 6 3 6 3 6 2
New Mexico
New York 4- 4- 2- 2- 4- 2- jm


















































































Ohio 3 X X X X X X X
Oklahoma® X X X
Oregon
Pennsylvania 3 3 6 6 6 3 12
Rhode Island
South Carolina^ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X







West Virginia 3 3 3 X 2 3 X
a Total of E4 semester hours 1 Total
:
36 semester hours
b 18 semester hours required m May be substituted for
c Semester hours are required Economic Geography • other
d 6 semester hours in each subjects that may be of-
specific subject for which fered: Economic History,
certification is sought Industrial History and
e To be included in total of Economics of Consumption
30 semester hours n As part of total of 30
f To be included in total of semester hours in Business
24 semester hours offered 0 Choice of 2 of Z subjects
g 21 1/3 semester hours total P 12 additional hours re-
h Total of 9 semester hours quired for certification
i Completion of subjects com- in Business English
monly taught in the field q Also Public and Corpora-
j 6 semester hours in each tion finance, Business
subject taught Statistics, Twelve hours
k 15 credits in these and Real total.
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In the subject of economics twelve states specified that
some credit v^as to be presented. Six of the states assigned
a credit value to be applied to the subject of economics. The
State of Colorado required three semester hours of credit.
Nev/ York stated that four to six hours of credit were to be
presented. The states of Louisiana, Nevj Jersey, Pennsylvania
and South Dakota required six hours of credit.
It v/as found that four states required credit in money and
banicing. Nev; York required two to four hours of credit and
V7est Virginia specified three. The states of Alabama and South
Carolina made no credit requirement but did state that pre-
service preparation was necessary. Specific credit hours in
money and banking v;ere not stated but some credit in the course
was required by Alabama and South Carolina.
The State of South Carolina indicated that credit in a
course in insurance was acceptable in computing the number of
credit hours to be offered for a business certificate.
Pour states required credit in the subject of advertising.
The State of Colorado required two semester hours of credit
while the states of Ohio, South Carolina and Vfest Virginia
stated that credit v;as to be offered in this subject. None of
the three states indicated hov; many hours of credit were to be
offered.
Courses in geography (economic, industrial, commercial)
were required by eight states. The states of Colorado and New
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q_uired tvjo to four hours of crodit. Six seine ster hours of
credit ivere required by Nev\? Jersey and Pennsylvania. The re-
maining four states did not specify the number of hours of pre-
paration required in geography.
Pre-service credit in business mathematics vjas required
by nine states. The State of 7/est Virginia required two hours
of credit and ITevj York specified four to six hours of credit
in the subject. The states of Colorado, Nev/ Jsrss3r and Penn-
sylvania required three credits. The remaining states did not
indicate the number of credits to be earned in business mathe-
matics,
Eleven states req.uired credit in business organization
and management. Two hours of credit were required by the State
of ibrkansaso New York indicated a requirement of two to four
semester hours. Colorado required three and South Dakota
four hours of preparation in business organization and manage-
ment. Both New Jersey and Virginia specified six hours of
credit. The states of Alabama, ITontana, North Carolina, Ohio
and South Carolina merely stated that credit should be earned
in the subject.
Only one state required a specific number of hours of
credit in consumer education. The State of YIest Virginia
indicated that three semester hours of preparation were to be
presented. However, three other states, California, Florida
and South Carolina, indicated that evidence of credit in the
subject v/as to be presented.

Credit in the subject of business English was req^uired by-
eight states, /jrhansas and Pennsylvania required tv/o seraester
hours of credit in the subject. Pennsylvania further required
that an applicant present an additional twelve hours in English
in order to qualify for a special certificate to teach Business
English. Tv;o states, Colorado and Nev/ Jersey, specified three
semester hours of credit. Four states, Alabama, Ohio, Oklahoma
and South Carolina, stated that Business English was to be
offered but did not assign a credit-hour rating.
A course in transportation was indicated by the states of
Alabama and Colorado. The latter state specified that three
semester hours were required.
Six semester hours of credit in a course in marketing vjere
required by Nevj Jersey. AJLthough the states of Indiana,
L'lontana, Nev; York, Ohio and South Carolina listed this subject
in their certification documents, no credit rating was given.
New York stated that a course in marketing as v/ell as courses
in economic history, industrial history and economics of con-
sumption could be offered in place of economic geography.
The State of New Jersey was the only one that stated that
an applicant for certification was to offer credit in penman-
ship. Two semester hours of credit v/ere required by that state
Credit in retail selling was required by three states.
Pennsylvania required tv/elve credits while the states of South
Carolina and YIest Virginia merely listed that subject without
assigning a credit requirement.
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The State of South Carolina v/as found to be the only state
that required a course in economic history. No statement was
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PROFSSSIQNJX 3DUCATI0N
A corapsrative analysis of the total number of semester
hours of professional education required for certification is
presented in Table X. The professional education requirements
for each certificate are shov/n and a comparison was made of
present requirements Vt/ith those found by Brewington and Berg
in 1939 and by Martin in 1943. A separate comparative analysis
of the number of semester hours of student teaching required
as part of the total of professional education credits was
made.
Of the 130 regular certificates issued in 1939, based on
at least four years of pre-service preparation, one required
tvra semester hours of professional education; two required from
tv/o to eight hours. Eight hours of professional education v;ere
required for two certificates; nine hours vjere required for
two certificates. Tv;elve hours of credit in professional ed-
ucation were required for nine, or 6.9 per cent, of the certi-
ficates; tvjo certificates required thirteen and one-third hours
of credit. Thirty-one, or 23.8 per cent, of the certificates
required fifteen hours of professional education credit. Six-
teen hours of credit v/ere required for eight, or 6.1 per cent
of the certificates. From sixteen to twenty-six hours of
credit were required for one credential v/hile seventeen hours
were required for two. Six certificates v/ere issued on the
basis of from seventeen to nineteen hours of professional
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TABLE X: REQUIREMENTS IN PRQJ?‘£SS10NAL







1959* 1943’^* 1948 1939^ 1943^* 1948
ALABAMA
Class A Sec. Prof’l 24 24 24 3 3® 3®
Class B Sec. Prof’l 24 24 24 3 3^ 3a
Class C Sec. Prof*l 15 15 z 0
Class B Temp. Cert. z z 15 z z 0
ARIZONA
Secondary 24 24 24 5 5 ,
Special Commercial 18 18 18 5 sab sab
ARKANSAS
High School 16-26 16-27 18 2-6 3® sf
CALIFORNIA
General Secondary
Credential 18 18 18 4 4 4
General Secondary
Life Diploma 18 18 18 4 4 4
Spec. Cred. in Com*l
Education 18 18 18 4° 4° 4°
Special Sec. Life
.b
Cred. in Com’l Ed. 18 18 18 4° 4° 4°
COLORADO
State Graduate Temp. 20 20 20 4^ 4a 4a
State Graduate Life 20 20 20 4a 4a 4a
State Special Temp. 13 3/fe 13 vs 13 ys 3 y 1 5}/5
State Specieil Life 15lfi 15 lA 15 i/5 3 y 3^ 3
CONNECTICUT
Limited Secondary^ 2-8 18 18 z 6 * 6 ®
Permanent Secondary 2-8 18 18 z 6 ® 6 ®
Special Commercial z z z z z z
Perm. Spec. Com’l z z z z z z
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State and Total Student Teaching
Certificate Semester Hours Sem* Hrs.







License XI (Jr* High) 24 24 24 Yes Yes Yes
License XIV (Jr. H.) 24 24 24 Yes Yes Yes
License XVI (Sr* H*) 24 24 24 Yes Yes Yes
FLORIDA















Post Graduate 21-25 6-10
Advanced Post Grad. 21-25 6-10





9 9 9 X X X
High School
Prof’l Life Four
18 18 18 Yes 3 3
Year High School
Prov’l Five Year
18 18 3 3
High School
Prof'l Five Year
9 9 9 z X X
High School
Prof'l Life Five
18 18 18 Yes 3 3
Year High School 18 18 3 3
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State and Total Student Teaching
Certificate Semester Hours Sem. Hrs •
1939^ 1943’^* 1948 1939=^ 1943=^ 1948
IDAHO
State High School 15 15 15 None 3 re- 3 re-
com- com-
mended mended




Limited State H. S* 15 15 16 5 5 5
Life State H. S. 15 15 22 5 5 5.
Limited State Spec. 16 5^
Life State Special 12 12 22 5 5 5
INDIANA
First Grade High
School License 15 15 15 3^ 3® 3a
Life H. S. License 15 15 15 3^ 3^ 3^
First Grade Special
High Sch. License 15 15 15 3^ 3® 3^
Life Special High
School License 15 15 15 3^ 3^ 3^
IOWA
Standard Secondary 15 15 15 3 3 3
Standard Sec. Life 15 15 15 3 3 3
Advanced Secondary 15 15 15 3 3 3
Advanced Sec. Life 15 15 15 3 3 3
KANSAS
Three Year H. Sch. 18 18 18 3 3 3
Life High School 18 18 18 3 3 3
Two Tear Special 18 18 18 3 3 3
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1939^ 1943^^ 1948 1939» 1943^ 1948
KENTUCKY
Prov’l High School 18 19 18 6® 6® 6®
Std. High School 18 19 18 6 ® 6® 6 ®
LOUISIANA
Class lA Prof*l 18^ 18^ 18^ 4l> 4^
Class IB Prof’l X- X X X
Class IC Prof’l I? 18^ 18^ 4b
Class IIA High Sch. 12 12 12 4^





Conmiercial Subjects 16 16 16 4ab 4ab 3ab
MASSACHUSETTS^
Term 128 126 126 Yes Yes Yes
MICHIGAN
State Secondary: U 4
Provisional 20 20 20 5^^
Permanent 20 20 20 5hi 5^i 5hi
MINNESOTA
High Sch. Std. Gen.^ 15 15 15 3 3 3
H.S. Std. Gen. Life^ 15 15 15 3 3 3
H.S. Std. Special 15 15 15 3 3 3
H.S. Std. Spec. Life 15 15 15 3 3 3
H. S. Advanced Gen.^ 15 15 15 3 3 3
H. S* Adv. Gen. Lifer 15 15 15 3 3 3
MISSISSIPPI
Professional License
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1939-^ 1943** 1948 1939* 1943*^ 1948
MISSOURI
One Yeeur High School
Academic





Life High School 20 18 18 5 5 5
MONTANA
Temporary Secondary 15 15 15 X X X
Six Year Secondary
State 15 15 15 X X X
Secondary Life 15 15 15 X X X
NEBRASKA
Secondary School:
Initial 18 18 18 3 3 3
Provisional 21 21 21 3 3 3
Professional 24 24 24 3 3 3
NEVADA
High School 18 18 18 4^ 4a 4a
H* S* Life Diploma^ 18 18 18 4® 4a 4a
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Grade A Sec. License 12^ 1211 12^ None None None
Grade A Sec. Cert. 12^ 12^ 12^1 None None None
NEW JERSEY
Limited High School 24 24 24 6® ea ea
Perm. High School 24° 24° 24° ea ea ea
Business Education 24° 24° 24° 44 6 e®
NEW MEXICO
Five Year High Sch. 17 18 18 4 4 4
High School Life 17 18 18 4 4 4
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1939^ 1943’^* 1948 1939^ 1943»^ 1948
NEW YORK
Teacher’s Provision-
4-8^^ 4-8^^al Certificate for 18 18 18
Special Subjects
Teacher’s Permanent
Certificate for 18 18 18 4-8a^ 4-8®^ 4-8®^
1 Special Subjects
NORTH CAROLINA
High Sch. Teacher’s 18 18 18 3 3 3
Graduate Secondary 24 24 3 3
NORTH DAKOTA
First Grade Prof’l 16 16 16 prefer Prefer Prefer
First Grade Prof’l









Prov’l High School 17-19 17-19 17-19 3-5 3-5 3-5
Prof'l High School 17-19 17-19 17-19 3-5 3-5 3-5
Perm, High School 17-19 17-19 17-19 3-5 3-5 3-5
Provisional Special 17-19 17-19 17-19 3-5 3-5 3-5
Professional Special 17-19 17-19 17-19 3-5 3-5 3-5
Permanent Special 17-19 17-19 17-19 3-5 3-5 3-5
OKLAHOMA
Life High School 20 21 21 6^ 6^
OREGON
One Year High Sch. 15 18 27 2 4^ 4a
Five Year High Sch. 15 18 27 2 4a 4a
Life State High Sch. 15 18 27 2 4a 4a
PENNSYLVANIA
Prov’l College 18 18 18 6 6 6
Perm. Prof’l College 21 21 21 6 6 6
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TABLE X: (Continued)
State and Total Student Teaching
Certificate Semester Hours Sem. Hrs
1939* 1943** 1948 1939* 1943*^ 1948
RHODE ISLAND
ProTisional 8 8 8 X X X
(200 CH) ( 200CH (200CH]
Professional 32 32 32 16 16 16
(800CH) (800CH, (800CB
Limited Provisional




Certificate Valid 32 32 32 16 16 16
in Com*l Subjects (800CH) (800CH (800CH]
Life Professional 32 32 32 16 16 16




















High Sch. General 15 15 15 3 3 3
High Sch. Special 15 15 15 3 3 3
Permanent High Sch. 15 15 15 3 3 3
TENNESSEE
Professional High
School 18 18 18 X 2^ 3^
TEXAS










1939^^ 1943** 1948 1939* 1943** 1948
UTAH





16 20 6 ^
gah
High Sch. Prof’l
Probationary 12 12 12 3 3 3
High Sch. Prof*l
Standard 12 12 12 3 3 3
VIRGINIA
Collegiate 2 2 2 None None None
Collegiate Prof’l 18 18 18 6® 6® 6®
WASHINGTON
Temp. Secondary 16 16 16 3 2^ 3^
Three Year Secondary 16 16 16 3 2^
Six Tear Standard 16 16 16 3 Z20 3^
WEST VIRGINIA
Prov’l High Sch. 15 15 15 None
%
Non|
First Class High SCh. 20 20 20 %
Life First Class H.S, 20 20 20 5° 5° 5°
WISCONSIN
Spec. Com*l License 18 18 18 5 5 5
Life Spec. Com*l
License 18 18 18 5 5 5
WYOMING
High School 16 16 16 2 2 2
Life High School 22 22 22 2 2 2
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* Brewington-Berg Study, 1939
** Martin Study, 1943
a Experience accepted in lieu of this requirement
b In special subjects
c Until September 1, 1943
d Except students graduated prior to 1941
e Three semester hours at the secondary level
f Twelve semester hours with an M.A. degree
g Or three Years* eiperience
h In secondary grades
i Three semester hours are required with a master’s degree
or five years* experience
j Except Cook County
k No general certification plan in Mass. Applies only to
thirty state-aided high schools
1 Not generally used for full-time business teaching
m Applicant must be a resident of Nevada in order to
secure a life diploma
n Or examination
0 Or 16 and one year of experience
p Except New York City and Buffalo
q Issued only to those who secured a one-year high school
certificate prior to September 1, 1937.
r Requirements in clock hours; semester hours are approximate,
s In major or minor.
t Choice of student teaching or a course in methods
u Or 12 and three years* experience
V Issued until July 1, 1946
w Not used in Class II
1 Class I: Master’s degree; Class II: Bachelor’s degree plus
18 semester hours; Class III: Bachelor’s degree
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education courses. Thirty-four certificates, or 26.1 per cent,
required eighteen hours of professional education credit.
Twenty hours were required for eight certificates; tvjenty-one
for tv;o certificates and twenty-two hours for one certificate.
Eleven certificates, or 8.4 per cent, required tvjenty-four
hours of credit and three required thirty-two hours of pro-
fessional education credit. No information vjas available
concerning five certificates. The findings of Brewington and
Berg showed that the range in professional education require-
ments v/as from two to thirty-two semester hours of credit. The
median number of hours required was found to be 16o01,
Martinis study of certification requirements in 1943 show-
ed that the semester-hour requirements in professional educa-
tion for certificates based on at least four years of pre-
service preparation ranged from tvra to thirty-two hours. One
certificate required two hours of credit; two required eight
hours; and two required nine hours of credit, T\/'7elve hours of
credit v/ere required for nine certificates; thirteen and one-
third hours V'/ere required for two certificates. Tv/enty-six
certificates were issued on the basis of fifteen semester hours
of professional education courses and seven certificates on
the basis of sixteen hours of credit. One certificate required
from sixteen to twenty-seven hours of credit; six required
from seventeen to nineteen hours of credit. Forty-tv70, or
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of credit; two on nineteen hours; and eight on tvjenty hours
of credit. Three certificates vjere issued on the basis of
twenty-one hours of professional education preparation; one
on twenty-two hours. T\';enty-four hours of credit v^/ere required)
for tv;elve certificates and thirty-two hours for three certi-
ficates. No infornation was available for five certificates.
The loedian number of semester hours required in professional
education was found to be 16.79.
The present study found that the range in requirements
for professional education v/as from two to thirty-two hours
of credit. Of the 1S4 regular certificates available to busi-
ness teachers information was obtained on all but four. Two
semester hours of professional education credit v;ere required
for one certificate; eight hours for tvjo certificates and nine
hours for two certificates. Tvjelve hours of credit were re-
quired for eight certificates and twelve to sixteen hours for
one. Two certificates required thirteen and one-third hours.
The fraction was retained when quarter hours vjere converted
into semester hours. Tv;enty-four
,
or 17.9 per cent, of the
certificates required fifteen hours of credit in professional
education and nine certificates required sixteen hours of credi
Six certificates required from seventeen to nineteen hours of
credit. Forty-one, or 30.4 per cent, of the certificates re-
quired eighteen semester hours of professional education
courses. Six certificates required twenty hours of credit;
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three certificates required tv;enty-one hours and three certi-
ficates from twenty-one to twenty-five hours. Twenty-two
hours of professional education v^ere required for four certi-
ficates; twenty-four hours for twelve certificates; and twenty-
seven hours for three certificates. Three certificates were
based on thirty-two hours of professional education courses.
The median number of hours was found in the present study to
be 17,56.
The State of Louisiana required only twelve hours of pro-
fessional education courses with a master’s degree for the
Class I-A Professional and the Class I-C Professional certi-
ficates. It v;as found that in Massachusetts an applicant for
certification could offer three years of experience in lieu of
the twelve semester hours of professional education. New
Hampshire required twelve semester hours of professional educa-
tion or an examination in professional education courses to
satisfy requirements. It was found that in 1943 and also in
the present study eighteen semester hours of professional educa'
tion courses and one year of experience could be offered in
lieu of the twenty-four semester hours of credit required for
the Permanent High School and Business Education certificates
j
in Nevj Jersey. The State of Texas permitted a certification '
applicant to present twelve semester hours of professional
education credit and three years of experience in lieu of the
twenty-four semester hours of credit generally rec[uired for
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Table X also shovjs the number of semester hours of student
teaching required as part of the total number of hours of pro-
fessional education. A comparison Vi/as made of the findings of
the present study with those of the study by Brewington and
Berg and the study by Martin.
Brewington and Berg found that semester-hour requirements
in student teaching ranged from tv^o to sixteen semester hours.
Five states required two credits; tv/o states required two and
one-half to three credits and one state required from two to
six hours of credit. Thirty-five, or 26.92 per cent, of the
certificates required three semester hours in student teaching;
two certificates were listed with the statement that three
hours’ credit in student teaching was preferred; and six certi-
ficates required three to five hours. Two certificates v/ere
issued on the basis of three and one-third hours, the fraction
being the result of conversion of quarter hours to semester
hours. Sixteen certificates, or 12.30 per cent, required four
hours of credit; two required from four to eight hours; and
one certificate required four and one-half hours. Five hours
of student teaching credit were specified for twelve, or 9.23
,
per cent, of the certificates. One certificate v;as issued on
the presentation of five and one-eight hours of student teach-
ing, the fraction being retained v;hen q.uarter hours v;ere con-
I
verted to semester hours. Ten certificates, or 7.69 per cent,
required six hours of student teaching. One certificate re-
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quired six and two-thirds semester hours of credit and three
states required sixteen hours of credit, in that study no
information was available concerning seventeen of the certi-
ficates. No student teaching credit was specified for eight
certificates, atudent teaching was required for an additional
six certificates but no credit assignment was given. The
median number of semester hours of student teaching was found
to be 3 . 26 .
The study by Martin in 1943 revealed that semester-hour
requirements in student teaching ranged from two to sixteen
hours of credit, jj’our certificates required two hours of
credit; three certificates required two and two-thirds hours
of credit. Three semester hours' credit was required for
thirty-five, or 26.51 per cent, of the certificates. Three
hours of credit were "recommended'’ in two instances and three
hours' credit was "preferred" for the issuance of two more
certificates. Six certificates, or 4.54 per cent, reauired
three to five hours of credit. Three and three-eighths hours
of credit in student teaching were required for two certifi-
cates. jiighteen, or 13.63 per cent, of the certificates re-
quired four semester hours; two required from four to eight
hours; and thirteen, or 9.84 per cent, required five hours
of credit, sixteen, or 12.12 per cent, of the certificates
specified six hours of student teaching credit, ‘ivvo certifi-
cates required eight hours of credit and three required six-
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teen hours of credit* Information regarding student teaching
was unavailable in thirteen cases. Seven certificates did
not require student teaching. Four certificates specified
student teaching but did not give the number of credits re-
quired. The median number of hours of student teaching requir-
ed v;as found to be 3.59.
The present study found that semester-hour requirements
in student teaching ranged from two to sixteen. Tvio hours of
credit were required for three certificates. Three hours of
credit vjere required for thirty-nine, or 29.10 per cent, of
the certificates. It v;as »»re commended” that three hours in
student teaching be presented for two certificates. In tv;o
instances it was "preferred” that three hours of student teach-
ing be presented. Six certificates required from three to
five hours of credit; two required three and one-third hours.
For seventeen, or 12.08 per cent, of the certificates four
hours of student teaching were required. Two certificates
required from four to eight credits. Sixteen, or 12.07 per
cent, of the certificates specified five hours v/hile seven-
teen, or 12.08 per cent, required six hours of credit. Four
certificates required from six to ten hours of student teach-
ing; one required ten hours, and three required sixteen hours
of student teaching. No information was available for twelve
certificates. Student teaching credit v/as required for four
certificates but the number of semester hours v;as not given.
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No student teaching was required in four instances. The median
number of hours of student teaching required for the 134 regu-
lar certificates v/as found to be 3o85.
It was found in thirty-six cases that teaching experience
could be offered in lieu of student teaching. In twenty in-
stances it was specified that student teaching was to have been
in the special subjects in which certification was sought. The
State of Kentucky specified that three of the six semester
hours in student teaching were to be at the secondary school
level. In Michigan all of the student teaching was to have
been at the secondary school level. In addition, Michigan
stated that only three semester hours of student teaching vjere
required of an applicant with a Master's degree or vdth teach-
ing experience. The State of Oklahoma also specified that the
student teaching was to be in the secondary schools. The State
of Tennessee offered the option of a course in methods in place
of student teaching. No statement v/as made regarding the na-
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Table XI indicates the states* requirements in general pro
fessional education. Thirteen general areas are Indicated and
one area is tabulated for elective courses in this field. The
present study revealed that thijrby-four states and the District
of Columbia, or 71 per cent, made specific requirements in
their official certification documents regarding general pro-
fessional preparation. Fourteen states, or 29 per cent, did
not indicate any requirements.
Seven states, or 14 per cent, required that an applicant
present college credit in general psychology. Two states,
Alabama and Arkansas, required three semester hours while V/est
Virginia required two hours of credit. The other states,
Arizona, Kansas, Tennessee and Vermont, stated that an appli-
cant should have credit in general psychology. Vermont did not
accept more than three semester hours of credit in general
psychology.
A course in educational psychology or adolescent psycholo-
gy was required by thirty-three, or 69 per cent, of the certi-
ficating agencies. Specific credit requirements ranged from
two to siz semester hours. The median requirement was found
to be 2.6 semester hours. The State of Iowa required that
educational measurements be included in a course in educational
psychology or in a general methods course. Vermont required a
course in educational psychology as wall as one in general
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TABIE XI: SEMESTER-HOUR REQUIREMENTS
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Ohio 2-3 2-3 X X 2-3 X X 2-3 X
Oklahoma
Oregon
X X X X 3^
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island® X X X
South Cao^olina X X X X X X
South Dakota 2 3^ 7 X
Tennessee X 3 X 3 X 6 X X X
Texas
Utah^
Vermont XS X X
Virginia^ 10
Washington X X X 10 X




X A course in the area indicated
a Six semester hours in these areas
h llwo of these courses must be offered
c Includes principles, methods, curriculum evaluation, school
organization and administration; separate courses are ac-
ceptable
d Includes School and Society, Educational Psychology, Cirowth
and Development of the Individual. Separate courses are
acceptable.
e 6-12 semester hours in these courses and School and Society
f Plus 2-3 semester hours in "American Educational System"
g And/or guidance
h Organization of subject matter
i Either one to include educational measurement
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Twelve Semester hours to be distributed in three or more
fields not to exceed three semester hours in psychology
Includes 3 semester hours in health education
2-6 hours in these courses
To include Oklahoma School Law
Provisional certificate: 200 clock hours; Professional
certificate: 400 clock hours
12 semester hours of Human Growth and Development, Principles,
Philosophy and Greneral Techniques
Or a course of 3 semester hours in General Methods
6 semester hours in Physical and Psychological Foundations;
4 semester hours in Socieil and Educational Foundations;
also to include a course in health education
Not more than 6 credits in psychology and not more than 3 of
the 6 credits may be in General Psychology
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psychology* The limit on credits that could be earned in the
tv/o areas was six, with not more than three in general psycho-
logy* The State of South Carolina indicated the need for a
course in educational psychology under the general heading of
Human Growth and Development*
Pre-service credit in the area of principles of high
school teaching was required by eleven, or 22 per cent, of the
states* Seven states indicated a specific number of credits*
The range in credit requirements was from two to six with a
median of 3*4 hours of credit* In the regulations of the State
of Florida the course was considered to be a comprehensive
course of six semester hours* credit and was to include princi-
ples, methods, curriculum evaluation, school organization and
administration* However, an applicant was permitted to present
credit in separate courses covering these subjects*
In the area of tests and measurements seven states, or 14
per cent, required pre-service credit with only one state indi-
cating the number of semester hours of credit* The State of
Illinois required from two to four hours of credit in this
area. However, a course in guidance could be offered in lieu
of a course in tests and measurements*
An applicant for certification was required to present
credit in principles of secondary education in seven states*
The range in credit requirements was from three to five and
one-third semester hours* The states of Indiana and Tennessee
required three credits while Kentucky required five and one-
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8a4 ‘io ..xi^l.t.'^Xo.ge"! eiiJ’ xil "io s'lxjoii :-.-X ro lulbo^n
8vieaeife‘iq;aof) a ocf oX ooxixoo c.^J^ aoX'ioX'S ‘io
e>^xrXofti 0.1 aaiv XriB Xioo-i» 3'X.uori ’xed‘at»^e£ zie 7o f^z’i^joo
.bixt rtQjt>).esln’d^^'Xo looxlos; t UoXo-^ iuujI/xoXu'rx/o .eoXg
•Xiti?eo''iq o.t saw trrs.oi:Xog;5 cD? .'tevo^/oK .MoXXBXt^. ;nX;:''Oo
.^'ifoett/x/8 fef;-sil^ s^niievco s&exdco ©iK^'isges .ax'
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-XbaX ©no li^fivr gibe^o ©oXT7,03-«f'7q be^iopOT ,.tnco 7©q
to ^staciS 0£lT .ui^jo-ie Ic H'woii ‘xocJaeMee ’io 'rsdaion jjrii^ao
axrfc)- nx Sibe^o tc 87i/crl 7r/o‘5r ocf ov/cr cic'Xj: 6e7jtjjpfc7 aicalXI.!
xjoXi ixX 5©70‘i*io ©c: nx obzjjco o ,j‘:©y©.yoII . 307e
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bin: evit ocf
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--.mo
--©no bBB ev.tt oXXxfy; ad-IXc-io sa^jicf P»67i.x;p £>7
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third semester hours of credit.
In the area of organization and management eight states,
^
or 16 per cent, required credit. The states of Illinois, New
Jersey and South Dakota stated specifically what the credit
was to be. The credit requirement was from two to three hours
of work in the first state and three hours in the latter two
states. In South Dakota a course of three credit hours in
general methods could be offered in lieu of a course in organi-
zation and management.
Thirteen agencies, or 26.5 per cent, required pre-service
credit in philosophy of education. Table XI indicates that
only one state, Illinois, made a specific credit requirement
of two to three credits. The remaining states indicated that
a course in the philosophy of education could be offered by an
applicant for certification to satisfy total requirements in
general professional education.
A course in the history of education was required by thir-
teen, or 26.5 per cent, of the agencies. Two states, Iowa and
Now Jersey, required three hours of credit in this subject.
However, Iowa allowed a course in introduction or principles
of education to be substituted for history of education.
Courses in curriculum construction or curriculum evalua-
. tlon were to be offered by an applicant in six states. The
7
State of Arkansas was the only one vihich specified the number
of credits to be offered; two semester hours of credit were to
be offered.
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General methods courses were to be offered for certifica-
tion in eleven states. The range in credit requirements was
from two to three semester hours.
^
Iowa indicated that the
course could include educational measurements. The State of
Oklahoma required that a course in Oklahoma school law be
offered in the general methods area.
Five certificating agencies required a course in intro-
duction or orientation in education. The range in credit re-
quirements was from three to six semester hours. In Florida
six credits were required and the course was to include study
in School and Society, Educational Psychology, Growth and
Developmsnt of the Individual. Separate courses were permittedi
under those headings.
Three states required that a course in principles of busi-
ness education be offered by an applicant. No credit require-
ments were indicated by two of the states while New Jersey re-
quired three hours of credit.
Specific provision was made for electives in the area of
general professional education by twelve states in order that
an applicant could present the total number of credits required|^
The states of Now Jersey and Utah required that an appli-
cant present credit in courses in health education. The State
of Virginia required two semester hours of credit in School
and Community Hygiene.
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SPECIAL PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION COURSES
Table XII shov/s the semester hour requirements for certi-
fication in special professional education courses. The four
main groups are student teaching, observation, participation
and special methods*
According to certification documents forty-three states
and the District of Columbia required student teaching. The
range in semester hours was found to be from two to ten. Two
states required two semester hours of credit in student teach-
ing while fourteen states required three hours* credit in
student teaching. Conversion of quarter hours into semester
hours revealed that the State of Colorado required 3 1/3 hours
of credit in student teaching. The State of Ohio required
from three to five hours of credit in this area. Four states
required four hours of credit and the State of New York re-
quired from four to eight* It was found that eight states
required five hours of credit in student teaching and the State
of Kentucky required 5 1/3 hours of credit. This fractional
!
part was retained when quarter hours of credit were converted
I
I to semester hours. Nine states indicated that an applicant
for certification was to present six hours of credit in student
teaching. The State of Utah required ten semester hours of
credit in student teaching including special methods. The
State of Rhode Island required 400 clock hours of student
teaching. Student teaching was indicated as mandatory by the
as’mioo mr/Arj /cs jA^t-roia^^r^oHu jaid^^s
li)'}. r^cjTf.ns’^i;x/p9‘i lijorf e;';^ fcvwrfs ‘X?.:K elceT
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u-
*
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•• 4*
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TABLE XU: (Continued)








New Jersey 6 5
New Mexico 4







Rhode Island 400 CH®











a Indicates a course in area mentioned
b Two semester hours for each sub-field on the credential
c All 3 to be covered by the 6-semester-hour total credit
d Six-twelve hours for these courses
e To be included in 5 semester hours of student teaching
f Three semester hours preferred
g Rhode Island requirements are given in clock hours
h Including special methods
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District of Colombia but no indication was given regarding the
number of semester hours* The State of Washington set a maxi-
mum of six semester hours of credit for student teaching*
Credit in observation was required by one state* The
State of Oklahoma required three semester hours of credit in
observation* In addition, ten states merely stated that an
applicant must present evidence of work in the area of observa-
tion* The State of Connecticut Indicated that credit in obser-
vation was to be considered under the heading of student teach-
ing* Credit for observation was required as part of a total of
six to twelve semester hours for special professional education^
The State of Maryland stated that credit in observation was to
be presented as part of student teaching* Although separate
credit in observation was not indicated in most cases, it was
considered as part of the total number of credits for student
teaching*
Participation in high school teaching was mentioned in a
specific manner by only two states* Connecticut stated that
credit for participation was to be included in a six to twelve-
hour total of credits in special professional education* The
State of Georgia required that an applicant present evidence of
participation under the general requirement of six to twelve
hours of credit in special professional education courses*
Courses in special methods were required by twenty-three
states* Five states required two semester hours of credit in
special ii»thods while five states required three hours of credit •
"t
vdi' nev^s g«w ito^d-sci^jjTl on :fu(S nJcfsiuloO to
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.SirTniJOo ncldaouio laxioiRKoto-xq XftXoeqs xii d-lX-©'io to bho'oxI
ooid^-yj-xiowd- XcHJjijpoT: enew sioddexii laX^sga sX
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The State of Illinois stated that two to three hours of credit
were to be presented and the State of New York required four
to eight hours of credit in special methods* The states of
Colorado and Delaware required siz semester hours of credit in
special methods* Nine states indicated that an applicant
should present credit in special methods courses but did not
specify the number of semester hours* The State of California
specified that two semester hours of credit in special methods
courses be presented for each sub-field in business education
to be named on the certificate* In the State of Maryland
credit in special methods was to be included in the total re-
quirement for student teaching*
rojol be*itvpei yl'ioY ©rid* bofi be.^ceaeiq ec* od" eie.v ',
lo ifcdfid’e oifT ,Rf>orfdor5 Xsloeg-a ni Siberia to e’xvod o&
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BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
The studies by Brewington and Berg in 1939, Martin in
1943 and the present study showed that only two states requir-
ed actual business experience of business teachers*
The State of California required six months of practical
business experience in the field to be named on the certifi-
cate* The period of six months was to consist of not less
than one thousand clock hours of actual business experience*
No definite statement as to the real nature of the occupationa]
business experience was indicated in the state regulations*
One exception was made to the requirement* A candidate for
certification could present twelve semester hours of course
credit in general business in lieu of the business e:q>erience
requirement in the general business subfield.
A candidate for certification as a business teacher in
the State of New Jersey was required to present evidence of
ton weeks of approved full-time business experience* Certifi-
cation documents made no statement as to the type of work to
bo performed nor did they state under what conditions the work
was to bo carried out* No substitution could be offered in
lieu of the work experience requirement.
Although California and New Jersey were the only states
requiring business experience, one state. South Carolina
stated that business experience was desirable* That state
recommended that the program be carried on for at least one
Hi. nId'*r.QLi ,e>J9X itl. jj'ft&a 5fju; noi^^»<xiIv/f>ia eexOi/^e ei'T
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TABLE XTIl! BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
State Requirement
California Six months of practical experience
in the subfields to be named on the
credential*
In the general business subfield
twelve semester hours of work in
addition to the requirements for a
bachelor’s degree may be offered in
lieu of the six months of full-time
experience*
Six months of practical experience:
not less than one thousand clock
hours*
New Jersey Ten weeks of approved full-time
business experience*
South Carolina Desirable: at least one semester
in junior or senior year and sum-
mers; paid, approved actual business
employment, under supervision of
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semester in either the junior year or the senior year of col-
lege or during a summer vacation* It further recommended that
the worker be paid and be under the supervision of the college
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The findings of the study concerning the minor elements of
certification are considered in this chapter under the follow-
ing headings:
1. Special courses and examinations




Comparison was made of requirements found hy the present
study with those found by Brewington and Berg in 1939 and by
Martin in 1943* Summaries, conclusions and recommendations are
contained in Chapter VI*
SPECIAL COURSES OR EXAMINATIONS
Analysis of certification documents revealed that the
various states and the District of Columbia had special courses
and prescribed examinations peculiar to the individual states.
Table XIF compares the state requirements in 1939 and those
found by the present study. Since the requirements in 1943 and
at the present time were found to be practically identical, a
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TABLE XIV: SPECIAL COUESES AM) EXAMINATIONS
State 1939 1948
Alabama None None




Arkansas X A course in conservation
of natural resources






Exams on majors and
minors; ability;
teaching record
Exams on majors and









Florida U*S. Constitution None
Georgia X None
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school laws and course
of study
Nebraska Physiology & Hygiene Physiology & Hygiene,
2 semester hours
Nevada Nevada school law;
constitutions of U.S.
and Nevada
Nevada school law; con-
stitutions of U.S. and
Nevada
New Hampshire N.H. program of
studies &, school law
N.H. program of stud-
ies & school law
New Jersey X X
New Mexico X Six semester hours in
New Mexico institution






North Carolina None None
North Dakota X X
Ohio X X
Oklahoma Okla. history and
school law; American
history; Agriculture
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TABLE XIV : (CONTINUED
)
State 1939 1948
Oregon X Four quarter hours of
Ore. history and school
law and system of educa-
tion. (May be waived
to grant certification
for one year.)
Pennsylvania None Penn, and U.S. history;
visual aids and sensory
techniques
Rhode Island Rhode Island Education Rhode Island Education
South Carolina None Nat*l Teacher Exams
South Dakota X X
Tennessee X X






Virginia School and Community
Hygiene including
physical inspection













West Virginia None None
Wisconsin X Adequate & essential in-
struction in conserva-
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In the study by Brewington and Berg it was found that six-
teen states and the District of Columbia required special
courses or examinations. Eleven states did not have special
requirements. No information was obtained from twenty-one
states. Either an examination or a course in the United States
Constitution was required by six states. Examinations on major
and minor subjects were required by the District of Columbia.
Oral examinations were required on an applicant’s teaching re-
cord and ability. Examinations or courses on state government
were required by Idaho and Montana. Typing and shorthand per-
formance tests were recommended by New York and required by the
District of Columbia. The states of Montana, Oklahoma and
Rhode Island required courses in state history. An examination
or course in the high school course of study was mandatory in
Idaho, Montana and New Hampshire.
Examinations or courses in school law were required by the
states of Idaho, Montana, New Hampshire and Oklahoma. A course
in Principles of American Covernment was required by Iowa. The
State of Virginia required a course in School and Community Hy-
giene, Washington certification regulations required a course
in contemporary social problems and a course in the Washington
state manual.
Courses in state history and government, school laws and
course of study were required only of non-residents for teach-
ing certificates in the State of Montana.
The present study found relatively little change in the
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I
requirements of the states regarding special courses and exami-
nations. Arkansas, not reported on in 1939, was found at pres-
ent to require a course in conservation of natural resources.
The State of Florida required an examination in the Constitution
of the United States in 1939; that requirement was not containe|iL
in certification documents used in the present study.
The State of New Mexico did not furnish information in
1939; the state required six semester hours of study in a New
Mexico institution in 1948. No information was available for
the State of Oregon in 1939, The state was found to require,
according to the present study, four quarter hours of Oregon
history and a course in school law and system of education.
However, this requirement could be waived for a period of one
year in order to grant certification to teachers who were other
wise qualified for certification.
The State of Pennsylvania had no special requirements in
1939 but according to the present study required a course in
Pennsylvania and United States history. In addition a course
in visual aids and sensory techniques was listed as required.
South Carolina was found to be the only state that required
that an applicant take the National Teacher Examinations, This
was not required according to the study by Brewington and Berg.
The State of Wisconsin, for which no information was ob-
tained in 1939, was found to require "adequate and essential
instruction in conservation and in cooperative marketing eind
consumers* cooperatives,"
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The special courses and examinations required in 1939 for




In the study by Brewington and Berg in 1939, thirty-six |
states had minimum age requirements for teachers. U'our states,,
Alabama, JJ'lorida, Maine and Vermont, had a minimum age limit oJ
seventeen. The State of Rhode Island set nineteen as the mini-
mum age. Two states, Delaware and Oklahoma, had a minimum age
|
of twenty years. In six states, Arkansas, District of Columbia!,
Indiana, Massachusetts, Nebraska and New Hampshire, there was
no minimum age requirement. Seven states, Kansas, -Louisiana,
Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin, made no
statement in their certification documents regarding minimum
age. The remaining twenty-nine states required a minimum age
of eighteen years.
Martin’s study in 1943 showed that thirty-three states
had a minimum age requirement. One state, Alabama, required
that a teacher be at least seventeen years of age. The states
of Rhode Island and Washington required a minimum age of nine-
teen. Information regarding age minima was not available from
four states while eleven states had no minimum age requirement,
Three states, Delaware, Florida and Oklahoma, ruled that the
minimum age should be twenty. The remaining twenty-eight
states set the minimum age at eighteen years.
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The present study showed that thirty-eight states and the
District of Columbia had minimum age requirements ranging from
seventeen to twenty* The three states of Alabama, Maine and
Vermont required the applicant to be at least seventeen years
of age* Four states, Delaware, Florida, Illinois and Oklahoma,
required a minimum age of twenty years* The State of Rhode
Island had a minimum age of nineteen. No statement relative to
minimum age was made in the certification rules of the District
of Columbia, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Minne-
sota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio and Wisconsin* The remaining
thirty-one states required a minimum age of eighteen years*
One state, Arkansas, required that the age of a teacher must
not exceed seventy-two years*
One reason for not stating a minimum age is due to the
j
fact that some states feel that the amoxmt of pre-service edu-
cation required of a teacher makes it almost impossible for a
person to obtain a position at the age of seventeen or eighteen
years*
CITIZENSHIP REQUIREMENTS
In 1939 Brewington and Berg reported that nineteen states
required that teachers be citizens of the United States. Thre^
states and the District of Columbia required that teachers
either be citizens or declare their intention to become citi-
zens. Eleven states did not required United States citizen-
ship. No information was available from fifteen states.
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A total of twenty-six states and the District of Columbia
required United States citizenship or intention to become a
citizen as a prerequisite to certification in 194:3* Of that
number five and the District of Oolumbia required citizenship
or intention of obtaining citizenship# Fourteen states did not
require proof of citizenship. There was no information avail-
able from eight states. This study showed that from the year
1939 to the year 1943 there had been an increase of four states
requiring citizenship or intention of becoming a citizen.
There was an increase of from eleven to fourteen states not re-
quiring proof of citizenship. This is explained by the fact
that information was obtained from seven more states in 1943
than in 1939.
The present study revealed that thirty states required
proof of citizenship or intention of becoming a citizen. Four-
teen states did not require citizenship of an applicant for
certification. No information was available from five states
regarding citizenship. The State of Arkansas required a poll
tax receipt as evidence of citizenship. The State of Florida
required that an applicant be a citizen of the United States;
an exception was made for teachers of foreign languages. In
addition it was found that citizenship requirements were waived
if the applicant was a citizen of a government not antagonistic
to the democratic form of government of this country. Idaho
required either proof of citizenship or intention of becoming
a citizen. In the latter case the teacher was required to ob-
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tain citizenship within seven years or the certificate would be
revoked. The State of Oregon required citizenship but the re-
quirement was waived in the case of employment of teachers on
an exchange basis. Proof of citizenship was required in the
State of West Virginia for employment but not for certifica-
tion.
An analysis of the results reported in the studies of
1939, 1943 and the present study showed that there had been an
increase in the number of states requiring citizenship or in-
tention of becoming a citizen. In 1939 twenty-three states re-
quired proof of United States citizenship; in 1943, twenty-seven;
in 1948, thirty.
GOOD CHARACTER
An aneJLysis of the requirements by the various states
showed little change through the last ten years in regard to
character of an applicant for certification.
Brewington and Berg’s study in 1939 showed that there were
four states, Alabama, Indiana, Massachusetts and Michigan, that
did not require the applicant for certification to furnish
testimonials as to character. The State of North Carolina did
not require character statements under state regulations; how-
ever, they were stated as required by local employing author-
ities. The certification regulations of Kansas, Louisieuia,
New Mexico and Ohio made no statement regarding character
qualifications. The remaining thirty-nine states and the Dis-
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trict of Coliambia, or 79*5 per cent, did require that the appli-
cant be of good character.
The study of Martin in 1943 showed relatively no change in
the requirements for good character. Thirty-seven states and
the District of Columbia required that the teacher be of good
character. The State of Louisiana merely required a ”list of
references.** Two states gave no information regarding charac-
ter of the teacher. Eight states did not require character tes-
timonials of teachers. North Carolina required character testi-i
monials for submission to local employing authorities. The
State of Wyoming required them if requested by city superintend-
ents. '
The present study showed that thirty-nine states, or 79.5
per cent, required evidence of good character in their state
certification regulations. The State of New Mexico had no re-
quirement in the state regulations regarding character. The
State of Louisiana required a **list of references.** The states
of Alabama, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mississippi and
Indiana did not require evidence of good character of an appli-
cant for certification. The State of North Carolina required
it for conformance to regulations of local authorities while
the State of Wyoming required it if requested by city superin-
tendents.
The following excerpts are representative of stated re-
quirements as found in the states* documents:
Arkansas: **...must be of good
moral character...**
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monials as to character.”
”No certificate. , .unless. .
.
of good moral character."
"...morally fit to teach."
"...certificate shall further
certify to the good moral
character of the holder thereof."
"...furnish satisfactory evidence
of good moral character..."
"Of good moral character."
(Not stated as a requirement
for county superintendents
or supervisors)
"Possess high moral character
and integrity."
The quotations above are representative of the statements
found in the states* documents regarding character of an appli-
cant for a teaching certificate.
HEALTH REQUIREMENTS
Table JLVIII compares the health requirements of the vari
ous states as revealed by Brewington and Berg*s study in 1939;
Martin’s study in 1943 and the present study.
Brewington and Berg showed that thirty states required
that an applicant for certification be in good health, with
fifteen states requiring a physician’s certificate. Seven
states did not list a health certificate as a prerequisite to
certification. Information was not available for eleven states^
In 1943, according to Martin, thirty-one states, or an in-
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crease of one state since 1939, required evidence of good
health of an applicant for certification. Of the thirty-one,
fourteen, or one less than in 1939, required a physician* s cer-
tificate as evidence of good health. Twelve states did not re-
quire evidence of good health and no information was available
from six states.
The present study showed that thirty-three, or an increase
of three states since 1939, required evidence of good health in
order for a teacher to be certificated. This represented an in-
crease of one since 1943. Of the thirty-three states requiring
proof of good health eighteen stated that a physician* s certi-
ficate was necessary as evidence of physical fitness. One state
required that an applicant be physically competent but did not
require a physician* s certificate. Fourteen states, or an in-
crease of seven since 1939 and two since 1943, did not require
evidence of good health. Information regarding health require-
ments was not obtained from two states in the present study.
The State of Arizona did not require a certificate of good
health of all applicants; the matter was stated to be at the
option of the board of education. Connecticut stated that the
physical examination was to be given not more than six months
prior to application for certification. In the states of Arkan-
sas, Georgia, Washington and West Virginia a physical examina-
tion or evidence of physical fitness was required for employment
but not for certification. The State of Maryland required that
the physical examination be given by a designated physician.
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The State of Idaho required that an applicant be free
from tuberculosis or other contagious or infectious diseases.
The State of Missouri specified that a teacher be free from con-
tagious disease and from physical handicaps that would interfere
with ability to teach.
The official documents of one state, Oregon, showed that
evidence of good mental health as well as evidence of good phys-
ical health could be required. The states of South Carolina and
Utah certificated teachers who were free from contagious dis-
eases, undue physical handicaps, serious infections and heredi-
tary disease.
There appears to be a gradual trend toward requiring ap-
plicants in all states to present evidence of physical fitness
to teach. The State of Oregon was found to be the only state
that indicated a need for evidence of good mental health as well
as good physical health.
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CHAPTER VI
SIBdMARY , COITOLUSIONS AND RECQMvlEHDATIOIJS
The purpose of the study was to analyze existing state
regulations for certification of secondary-school business teach
ers and to compare the findings with those of other studies. In
addition the purpose was to make recommendations for improvement
of certification requirements based on the findings.
Summary and Conclusions
Complete centralization of certificating power has been
practically accomplished. The number of states in which all
certificates were issued by the state authorities increased from
three in 1898 to forty-six in 1948, institutional, county and
city issuance not considered. In 1948 two states issued certi-
ficates through county boards of education as well as through
I! state agencies. In addition three states issued certificates
through certain state colleges and universities. Altogether,
in eleven states county school officials, municipal authorities
and certain state educational institutions issued certificates
under the authority of the central state certificating agencies.
There was no uniformity as to the number of certificates
issued by the various states. The number varied from one in
each of four states to six in three states. In addition, there
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was no standardization of names used to designate the certifi-
cates; the same certificate title did not necessarily have the
same meaning in different states.
The trend toward abolition of blanket and semi-blanket
certificates continued. The majority of states issued special-
subject certificates or general certificates which permitted the
teachers to teach their majors or minors. The trend toward sub-
division of business education into different teaching fields
with special certificates required for each field continued.
|
Forty-seven states and the District of Columbia, or ninety-j
seven per cent, issued certificates based upon the completion of
at least four years of college or pre-service education and pre-,
paration.
Subject and Grade Validity of Certificates
Eighty-one certificates required that the names of the sub-
jects in which a teacher was considered qualified to teach were
to be written on the face of the certificate. Thirteen certifi-
cates were based on major and minor areas of specialization.
Four were restricted to business subjects only and ten allowed a
teacher to teach all subjects.
The majority of certificates were valid in junior high and
senior high schools. Some of the general certificates were
valid in the elementary grades and some in jxmior college.
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Experience
, Duration and Renewal of Certificates
Requirements regarding experience ranged from two and one-
half months to fourteen years with the majority of certificates
based on experience of from two to five years. In some instanceji
the states required that all or part of the experience required
be gained in the state in which certification was sought.
Certificate validity ranged from fifty days to life. Of
the certificates available to business teachers, fifty, or 37.3
per cent, were valid for life.
In the majority of cases certificates could be renewed for 1.
period of five years. Life certificates were not considered
under renewal conditions. Eleven regular certificates could not
be renewed under any condition. A majority of the certificates
could be renewed without additional in-service education.
Certification Fees
There has been relatively little change in the fees charged
for certificates in the past nine years. In 1939 thirty-one
states charged a fee; in 1943, thirty-two states and in 1948,
thirty-three states. Fees ranged from f.50 to flO with the
majority of certificates costing from $2 to $5. In general the
fees were not returnable in the event 6in applicant was unsuccess-
ful in obtaining a certificate. The fees were charged for ex-
amination of credentials and for defraying clerical expenses.
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Reciprocity
An analysis of findings in 1939, 1943 and in 1948 revealed
that practices in reciprocity varied a great deal* In 1939 siz
states practiced reciprocity; in 1943 three states; in 1948 nine
states. However, the present emergency accounts for the fact
that in many cases state requirements are being relaxed in order
that the states may obtain the services of out-of-state teaching
applicants. This study showed that nine states indicated defi-
nitely that they did not accept out-of-state certificates.
General Academic Education
Thirty-four states and the District of Columbia stated that
it was desirable for an applicant to present evidence of thor-
ough prepea^ation in general education. Less than one-fourth of
the states indicated in specific semester-hour requirements what
the preparation was to be. The majority of the states merely
stated that an applicant should have a well-rounded general
academic background. The states did specify that an applicant
should have had courses in English, history, social sciences,
general psychology, health and physical education, science and
mathematics, art and music. No statement could be made regard-
ing the proportion of general academic education to the remain-
der of an applicant’s pre-service program suggested by state
requirements.
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The coniparison of present requirements in total semester
hours of specialized preparation in business subjects with the
requirements that existed in 1939 and 1943 showed that relative-
ly few changes have occurred. In general the tendency has been
to raise the semester-hour requirements in specialized prepara-
tion. Indications of this can be found in Table VII.
Technical Business Subjects
Sixteen states, or 33.3 per cent, stated requirements in
the technical business subjects of typewriting, shorthand, book-
keeping, business machines and secretarial practice. Fourteen
states, or 28.5 per cent, required from three to six semester
hours of credit in typewriting. Fourteen states, or 28.5 per
cent, required from four to twelve semester hours of credit in
shorthand. Sixteen states, or 33.3 per cent, required from four
to sixteen semester hours of credit in bookkeeping. Ten states,
or 20.8 per cent, required from two to fifteen semester hours of
credit in business machines and secretarial practice.
Related Technical Business Education
State certification documents used in the present study
showed that twenty-two states made some statement regarding
credit requirements in related technical business subjects.
Salesmanship was required by six states; introductory or element-
ary business, three states; business law, fourteen states;
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economics, twelve states; money and banking, four states; insur-
ance, one state; advertising, four states; economic, industrial
or commercial geography, eight states; business mathematics,
nine states; business organization and management, eleven states;
consumer education, four states; business English, eight states;
transportation, two states; marketing, siz states; penmanship,
one state; economic history, one state; retail selling, three
states.
Credit requirements ranged from two to twelve semester
hours depending upon the subject or area in which an applicant
wished to be certified. Other subjects in which credit was re-
quired were real estate, credits and collection, public and cor-
poration finance, and business statistics.
General Professional Education
Thirty-four states and the District of Columbia, or 71 per
I
cent, specified that credit was to be offered in one or more of
the areas or subjects included in general professional education.
i
Fourteen states did not list any requirements regarding credit
in general professional education. Credit in general psychology
was required by seven states; educational or adolescent psychol-
ogy, thirty-three states; principles of high school teaching,
eleven states; tests and measurements, seven states; principles
of secondary education, seven states; organization and manage-
ment, eight states; philosophy of education, thirteen states;
history of education, thirteen states; curriculum construction
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or evaluation, sii states; general methods, eleven states; in-
troduction to education, five states; principles of business
education, three states; health education, three states.
There was no uniformity among the states in regard to re-
quirements in general professional education. Some of the states
merely indicated that an applicant should present credit in one
or more courses while other states did not make any statement
that an applicant should have pre-service credit in this area.
Special Professional Education
Forty-three states and the District of Columbia required
student teaching. Requirements ranged from two to ten semester
hours. Credit in observation was mentioned specifically by one
state, although many of the states indicated that this was to be
included in credit for student teaching. Participation in high
school teaching was mentioned specifically by only two states.
It can be assumed, however, that some states included an orienta-
tion program in their student teaching credit requirement.
I
Twenty-three states required credit in special methods courses
while some states indicated that special methods would be in-
cluded in either student teaching or in specialized subject mat-
ter courses.
Business Experience
Business experience was required by only two states. This
was true in 1939 and in 1943. California required six months
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of practical business experience and New Jersey required an ap-
plicant to present evidence of ten weeks of approved full-time
business experience. South Carolina stated that business experi-i'
ence was desirable and recommended that a program be carried on
|
at least for one semester in the junior or senior year of
under strict supervision. In view of the fact that business ex-
!
perience is looked upon as being either desirable or necessary
!
in order for a teacher to be an effective teacher, it appears
j
that the states are lagging far behind in making a requirement o^
this kind.
|
Special Courses and Examinations
Special courses and examinations required by the various
states ranged from courses or examinations in the Constitution o|
the United States and state constitutions to a course in conserva-
tion of natural resources. Other courses or examinations requirid
:i
were in major and minor fields of concentration, school law and I
government, high school course of study, principles of American
government, performance tests, agriculture. National Teacher Ex-
aminations, study of cooperative marketing and conservation.
Such special courses and examinations were required by seventeen
states and the District of Columbia in 1939; by eighteen states
and the District of Columbia in 1943; and by twenty states and
the District of Columbia in 1948. The most frequently named re-
quirement was that of a special course or examination in the
United States Constitution.
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There were numerous miscellaneous requirements listed by the
states such as oath of allegiance, belief in a supreme being, ab-
stinence from intoxicants and narcotics, business experience, pre-
sentation of poll tax receipt, residence work in a state institu-
tion and graduation from an approved high school. It appears that
these and other special requirements tended to restrict the inter-
state movement of teachers. In some oases the states are waiving
the requirements indefinitely or for a specified period of time
in order that teachers otherwise qualified may be secured and




Thirty-nine states, or 81 per cent, had minimum age require-
ments ranging from seventeen to twenty years of age. Minimum
j
age requirements have risen very little in the past twenty years]
The approximate median has remained at eighteen years during
j
that period. The present study found that thirty-one states, or
64 per cent, had a minimum age limit of eighteen years. Three
states ^ecified seventeen years, one state nineteen years and
four states twenty years. No requirement was specified by nine
states and the District of Columbia.
It was the opinion of most certificating authorities that
a minimum age limit tended to safeguard the schools from youthful
or immature applicants. However, in view of the fact that pre-
service education requirements are constantly being raised, it
appears that it is almost impossible for a person to obtain a
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teaching position at less than twenty or twenty-one years of age.
Certification docnments used in this study showed that only the
State of Arkansas set an age maximum.
Citizenship
Citizenship in the United States, or declaration of inten-
tion to become a citizen, was required by thirty, or 62.5 per
cent, of the states, Fourteen states did not make this require-
ment. Three states waived the requirement in the case of ex- i
I
change teachers or teachers of foreign languages. There has
been an increase of thirteen states requiring United States
citizenship, or declaration of intention to become a citizen,
since 1938. Since 1943 there has been an increase of three
states requiring United States citizenship, or declaration of
intention to become a citizen.
'
Moral Character
Thirty-nine states, or 79.5 per cent, of the states indi-
cated that evidence or proof of good moral character was required
as a prerequisite to certification. There have been practically'
no changes in regard to moral fitness or conduct in state regu- I
lations in the past ten years, in 1936 proof of good character
was required by twenty-three states; in 1939 by thirty-nine
states; in 1943 by thirty-seven states and the District of Columr
bia. No definitions or statements of what constituted good moral
I
character were given by any of the states in their documents.
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Proof of Good Health
Proof of good health was required by thirty-three, or 68.7
per cent, of the states. This represented an increase of three
since 1939 and two since 1943. Eighteen states specified that a
physician’s certificate was necessary as evidence of physical
fitness. Fourteen states did not require proof of good health
or a physician’s certificate. One state indicated that an appli-
cant may have to present evidence of good mental health as well
as evidence of good physical health. In general state require-
ments were not specific although in some cases they did specify
that an applicant be free from contagious, infectious or heredi-
tary disease and be free from any physical defects that would
interfere with one’s success as a teacher. None of the states
indicated whether or not a teacher would be required to undergo
periodic physical examinations after he had obtained a teaching
certificate. On the whole the physical requirements as stated
in certification documents did not seem to be adequate.
Recommendations for the
Improvement of Business-Teacher Certification
1. It is recommended that certification terminology be
simplified and made uniform among the various states.
2. It is recommended that certification requirements be de-
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3. It is recommended that the state departments of education
be granted full control over the administration of certi-
fication and over the issuance of certificates. Where
certification administration and issuance are to be car-
ried on by county boards of education, city boards of
education, higher institutions, these functions should be
delegated by and controlled by the state departments of
education.
4. It is recommended that plans be formulated for closer
control of certification through cooperation of the pro-
fessional teacher organizations, local employing author-
ities, teacher-education institutions and state education
officials.
5. It is recommended that the practice of issuing temporary
or low-grade certificates be abandoned and that certifi-
cates be issued only on the basis of credentials presented
by an applicant from an approved teacher-education insti-
tution.
6. It is recommended that examinations be considered, if they
are to be given at all, as only one of the many factors to
be considered in evaluating an individual ‘s application for
certification.
7. it is recommended that a teacher of business subjects be
given a certificate based on specialized preparation; that
the certificate contain the names of the subjects or areas
in which a teacher is qualified to teach; that the certi-
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ficate state the scope and validity of the certificate
and the terms of renewal or exchange,
8. xt is recommended that minimum scholastic requirements
for certification be set at a minimum of four years of
pre-service preparation for an initial certificate.
9. It is recommended that student teaching be required for
all initial certificates.
10. It is recommended that issuance of life certificates be
discontinued and that teachers be required to present
evidence of advanced study or other types of activities
of a professional nature for which credit can be granted
when renewals of permanent certificates are made.
11. It is recommended that persons who drop out of the teach-
ing profession lose their certificates and that such per-
sons be required to present evidence of additional study
and preparation for re-certification.
IE. It is recommended that occupational business experience
be required of all applicants for business education
certificates; that this experience be gained in the pre-
service stage and be under the direct supervision of the
college business education department; that the student
be paid at the regular rate for such employment; and that
college credit be given for such occupational business
experience.
13. It is recommended that a prospective teacher have ade-
quate and sufficient preparation in the following areas
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of study: general academic education (60), general pro-
fessional education (10), special professional education
(12), technical business education (18), related technicaj.
business education (15), and business experience (6).
(Figures in parentheses represent approximate number of
semester hours of preparation in each area.)
14. It is recommended that plans be formulated for reciproc-
ity or exchange of certificates on regional or national
bases in order to promote and encourage teacher mobility;
that these plans be formulated by national teacher-educa-
tion and professional associations and/or heads of state
department certificating agencies.
15. It is recommended that special courses and examinations
be waived for a period of one or two years after an ap-
plicant is granted certification in order that an appli-
cant be given the opportunity to take the special courses
required.
16. It is recommended that miscellaneous requirements such as
abstinence from intoxicants and narcotics, belief in a
supreme being, presentation of poll tax receipts, etc.,
be abandoned as soon as possible.
17. It is recommended that United States citizenship, or
declaration of intention to become a citizen, be required
of all applicants for certification except in the case of
exchange teachers from foreign countries.
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18. It is recommended that a minimum age of twenty-one years
be established as a prerequisite to certification.
19. It is recommended that certification fees be abolished.
20. It is recommended that evidence of good moral character
be required of an applicant for certification and that
state departments of education be more specific in their
statements regarding moral character.
21. It is recommended that applicants for certification be re
quired to present a physician’s certificate as evidence
of physical fitness to teach; that applicants be free
from hereditary or contagious diseases and physical de-
fects that would seriously interfere with their ability
to teach successfully; that applicants also present evi-
dence of good mental health; that teachers be required to
have physical examinations at the time of renewal of
certificates or at least every five years beginning with
the date of initial certification.
Future Investigations or Studies
It is recommended that future investigators in the field
of business-teacher certification use a combination documen-
tary study and questionnaire technique in order that all
phases of business-teacher certification may be covered more
adequately. State departments of education and state certifi-
cating officials have proved to be very cooperative in the
past. This study would probably have been more effective if
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a questionnaire had been sent along with the original request
for certification documents.
It is further recommended that a study be made of state
and city requirements for certification of business education
supervisors.
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State Director of Education
Department of Education
205 Benefit Street
Providence 3, Rhode Island
Dear Sir:
Please send information concerning the certi-
fication requirements for teachers of business
education subjects in the State of Rhode Island.
I am making a survey of certification requirements
for high school business teachers and your assist-
ance in helping me to complete this study will be
greatly appreciated.
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I am making a study of the requirements for
certification of business teachers in the
secondary schools of the United States. Your
assistance in helping me complete the study
is respectfully requested.
Please send information concerning the re-
quirements for certificates available to
teachers of business subjects in the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts.




John L* Pineault, Jr
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An analysis of the certification documents
you forwarded to me a short time ago did
not contain some items of information which
are necessary in the study of certification
regulations which I am making. It is re-
quested that you answer the following:
What are the fees for certificates
in Georgia? For residents of the
state? For non-residents?
Are out-of-state certificates ac-
cepted as the basis for issuance
of certificates by the State of
Georgia?
What is the regulation concerning
United States citizenship for certi-
fication applicants?
Your assistance in helping me complete
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It is requested that you lend me further
assistance in my survey of certification
of business teachers in the public sec-
ondary schools of the United States.
Would you kindly answer the following
questions?
Are out-of-state certificates
accepted as the basis for is-
suance of Texas certificates?
What are the fees for certi-
ficates? For residents? For
non-residents?
How many hours of student teach-
ing are required for the Temporary
High School Certificate?
Your assistance in helping me complete
this survey is greatly appreciated.
Yours truly,
John L* Pineault, Jr
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ADDRESSES OF STATE CERTIFICATING AGENCIES
State Superintendent of Education
State Capitol
Montgomery 4, ALABAMA
State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Department of Public Instruction
Phoenix, ARIZONA
State Commissioner of Education
State Department of Education
Little Rock, ARKANSAS
State Superintendent of Public Instruction
State Department of Education
Division of Credentials
Sacramento 14, CALIFORNIA
State Superintendent of Public Instruction
State Capitol
Denver E, COLORADO




State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Post Office Box 191
Dover, DELAWARE
Board of Examiners, Divisions 1-9
Franklin Administration Building
13th and K Streets, Northwest
Washington 5, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
State Superintendent of Public Instruction
State Department of Education
Tallahassee, FLORIDA
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